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As in his The Murkin Conspiracy Melanson fails to acknowledge the many long and 

costly suits under the Freedom of Information Act which brought to light more than a 

third of a million pages of previously—withheld government records, mostly the FBI's 

but including the CIA's records to which he had access in its feeding room. As he well 

knows, without this litigation the records would not be available to anyone. 

It became clear that he inallo take credit for the work of others, pretending 

tuat their work does not exist and that this manuscript is based on his original work. 

(The only originality is in some of this theory.) 

This also is apparent in his bibliography. 

With regard to his acknowledgements, I have more in my letter sent earlier. 

Be cites as the result of his own "investigation" whit he got from others and 

what he just took from others. 



Introduction 

10 	Lines 6ff: Whether this refers to the proceeding sentence or CO the quotation of 

Oswald, "(n)ow everytne will know who I am," isift both unclear and inaccurate. 

What most researchers hypothesized is that Oswald was not a lone assassin, that 

he was not guilty, that the Warren investigation was angled, incomplete and undependable, 

and I know of no researchers, assuming he means published, who believed that Oswald 

believed and,of-his alleged W "political postures" were "about to be stripped away 

by the legal processes as he sought to defend himself against charges of murder." 

There is nothing in Oswald's behavior after he was areested that even suggests that 

be_feared the-legal processes. He assured-his wife and mother that he would be OK. 

If he does not refer to the Oswald quotation, perhaps this is because there are 

researchers who long before him believed that Oswald could have had some intelligence 

connections. Aside from several articles and newspaper stories, this first alpared in 

Whitewash, first published in 1965. 

11.11 There were more than three official investigations. 

If Oswald "spent nearly all his adult life working for U.S. intelligence," then 

he had to have begun when he became a Marine, at aged 17. This would be oMily partly 
for 

true if Melanson says he was working for intelligence, "most likely/the CIA, as a 

civilian*, after he returned to the U.S. That then was illegal for the CIA. 

12 	He does not cite his source for Dulles' telling his colleagues that proving 

Oswald had had no connection with the CIA (and that was not in the Sense of having 

been an "operative") because that would involve crediting what he was careful not to 

jtutt 
creditaiTalready, after I've ekimmed his notes and read the IntrAuction, because he 

is going to pretend that his work is original where it is not. There is no "option" 

that Oswald was a "mafia goldier" (emphasis added) but if he had been, there is no 

"mutual exclusivity" with any intelligence connection. The OSS and the CIA at the last 

among such agencies did use the mafia. 

13 	It is not true to say that Oswald "maintained a facade of leftism." There is 

no reason to believe this, was not genuine. Apparently Melanson is not fAndlire with 
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wig 
Oswald's extensive writings or 4e portion of them published by the Commission. 

15 	Oswald did not "pose" as a defector. Rather is it that the U.S. embassy did not 

accept his defection. Apparently Melanson does not know what the word "agent" means to 

intelligence services. As they use the word an agent is an employee, not an informer or 

one who may render some services. 

16 	Oswald became a Marine at 17, not 18. 

To say that Oswald could "easily" have given the USSR the information they needed 

tl4hoot down the Powers U-2 flight is not true in any sense and it is not true that 

Oswald "caused a loss of military intelligence which was unparalleled in the previous 

decade." Aside from whether or not Oswald possessed such information, and he certainly 

did not, the KGB refused to have anything to do with him and did not bother even to 

interview him. Moxever, Oswald did not "have access to the 11-2." If this is merely 

sloppy writing and reference is to his operating radar during U-2 flightd, that 

meant virtually nothing at all. The USSR had monitored them and was quite familiar with 

them and their characteristics. All of this is enormously over-written and exaggerated. 

Be does not say what military secrets Oswald had to give away or that the USSR had any 

interest in them. The secrets uswald had, the codes used in communication, where changed 

as soon as the Navy knew he'd gone to the Moscow embassy. 

He does not provide any source for the destruction of CIA and military files on 

Oswald. This again serves to make it appear that this is his original work and it isn't. 

And he was not "of interest" to the OB. They ignored him entirely 

17 	I believe his "legal definition" of conspiracy is wrong: it requires an overt step. 



Chapter 1 

19 	Oswald did NOT found a New Orleans chapter of the Fair 
Play for Yuba Committee. 

There was none. 

Saying that Oswald attempts& to return to the USSR is overwriting again.
 He 

did apply for a visa to go to Cuba, which was one of the most difcult "2
atine-points 

for going to the USSR. (No source sited) 

The "dirty rumor" the Commission had was of Oswald's connection with the 
FBI, 

not "U.S.intelligence." 

20 	He misues "agent" again. 

22 	I know of no "assertion" that Oswald "had contact with Castro's spies" an
d 

14.414 

23 	I know of no evidence that Oswald was not islay pro-Cas
tro and no source is given. 

Another straw man? ‘1 rwrr 
He says that the CIA did not have exclusive rights to the various places 

Oswald 

Appeared. Yet he says Oswaldtrved it inside the US, and it had no rights
 to that "turf" 

at all. It was prohibited from any domestic activity involving spying. 

He cites no source for any linking to any intelligence agency of either G
eorge 

Mohrenschildt or David Ferris and he cites no source for saying that Oswa
ld was Perrie's 

"associate." If he builds on this later he builds on a cloud. 

24 	Footnote 6 is a citation to the Commission's 1/22/64 executive ses
sion but as he 

is again careful hot to acknowledge, as he did with footnote 3, it was a oubligheck source. 

An entire book is devoted to it, including facsimile reproduction of the 
transcript. He 

may be unwilling to cite that author and he is again making it appear tha
t he did work 

Az 
ehd did not do because all those transcripts had beeN classified "top sec

ret" and it 

7 

required FOIL 'litigation 	aDbarently will never mention for them to be available t
o him. 

The book is hitewash IV, in his biblio. 

25 	There is an unjustified presumption that Oswald did work for the CIA in t
he sentence 

that as says "(d)irect proof that Oswald worked for the CIA is impossible
 to come by 

no source is given. Straw man? 



without Agency cooperation." I think it is not unfair to say that this is just plain 

dishonest. 
q5a.h 

26 	Agee uses the word "agent" as the CIA does not. Is the emphasis in the original 

or added? 

28 	Again, Ferrie is Oswald's "associate" and again no source. Tnis is because there 

can be no source, not a dependable one in any event. No source also on Perris as a 

"pilot and as a soldier in the CIA's war against Castro" and again, none is possible. 

No sTurce is given on "two CIA contract killers" and this says that they killed 

for the CIA, of which there is no evidence. Only sloppy writing or is he again suggesting 

support for his theory? The CIA contracted with two men who were known as killers but he 

does not say this. 

Footnote 9 again hides his actual, published source, Whitewash IV, 

28 	To say as he does that Oswald was "in the grip of U.S. intelligence" is over- 

writing at the least, as it is to say, as he does, that beginning when Oswald went to 

Russia he was in this alleged "grip" until he was killed by Ruby. 

Comment: ascide from what is not so, what is conjectured and what I believe in just made 

up, all without any source given, this represents amateurishness and will be laughable to 

those with any knowledge of or experience in intelligence agencies. It is really kid stuff 

blown up. 



Chapter 2 	
Jpeciablei 

29 	He knows nothing at all about Oswald'si‘training if he describes it as, techniques" 

and it was much more specialized thakfradar operation, which is how the basic training 

and function are described. 

He is playing spick or spook expert again in saying that "(i)n clandestine parlance, 

Wam44  means secret." It has much more meaning that just secret., 

30 	"High-flying cameras" or the CIA's cameras now fly on their own? 

No source for("i)t is easy to understand why the blacklady was the KGB's high-

est priority target" and I doubt it is true. He continues to over-write and I now 

expect it throughout the entire manuscript. 

He is just mal4ng it Lp, as in a novel, as he goes. It simply is not true that 

"nothing could find" the U-2 or that the US assumed this. It may have assumed that the 

USSR could not shoot it down but again, no source. 

The radar "bubble" is not its control rooms Whether or not this was so at Atsugi, 

that control room later was in a trailer. 

"All data" on the U-2 was not ultra secret, except to civilians who had no need 

to know. It was not so secret to foreign agencies with a need to know and this includes 

what H0lanson does not mention, its 	eight capabilities. 

31 	"...frustrated Soviets in their frenzied attempts to catch the black lady." No 

o/ 
source for "frfbnzied" and no source possible for ;Match." Again, over-writing and 

kid stuff. Same for what follows, that the Soviets couldn1t even track the U-2. 

It i, becoming clear why he has avoided saying what is well known, that the KGB 

would not even talk to Oswald. be keeps on implying a) that Oswald bad secrets the KBG 

wiSted and 1,4 gave them to the KGB. It just isn't true. 

Meanwhile, with all the pointless identifications he provides, apparently intendp 

ing to convey authoritativeness, he hasn't even identified Oswald's unit by name. 

32 	Carlbsness and sloppiness permeate. Hiss.* did hot "develop" the U-2. Be was 

in charge of thaproject but not the developement, which was by Lockheed. But here, whel 

what he says about Bis'ell has no relationship to the book or Oswald as a CIA agent, he 



zt has quite a few footnotes. 

Sloppy, sloppy, sloppy again: the Russians did not "stop surveillance" when they 

shot the Powers U-2 down. He has no source on what the Russians learned from the downed 

U-2, 	e3 "spectacular advances" in "technology." 

33 	Sloppy, sloppy, sloppy and grossly careless, the man he cites here, then a 

lieula 	. was not 40 "(t) commander of Oswald's El Toro, unit." He was not Oswald's  
jihric•ocum  311;du,,,,azir.a 	awdo  

Donovan, not yet named by Melanson, why I don't know, was in charge of the 

radar shif,4nd on the very page Melanson cites he gives precise details of what Oswald 

did and what was not known. 133+t Melanson preferred hisQ.,T521.e511711.14n)  and did not use 

this_testinony. 

34 	Sloppy, sloppy, careless again. Oswald's duties most assuredly changed at El ToroX, 

from working radar to working in the post security office. It was not then, as Melanson 

says in crafting what is becomding more and more of a novel, that Oswald "became a con-

spicuous leftist."(bswald was in touch with both the Communist and Socialist parties 

before he enlisted) And what Melanf3on says next Oswald did before he was assigned to El 

Toro, from which he was discharged. 
Report's 

The portrayal of Oswald 101 as "pro-Soviet" is the Warren Commission4 but it also 

is contradicted by what theesiwCommission published and omitted from its &port, Oswald's 

dislike of both the USSR and the 	Communist Party. Melanson knows this if he read 
11. • 

what is in his bibliography because with direct quotations it is quoted in Whisewash I. 

He called the Russians "fat, stinking politicians" and said the US Communists had 

libetrayed the working class" in his writings that are included in the CommAssion's 

26 volumes. At the very least one pretOnding a scholarly approach and intending honesty 

would have cited the writings along with the Commission's self-serving description of them 

and of Oswald. In centext this is consistent with building a case regardless of the evidence. 

The handling of Oswald's security clearance (33-4) is worse than sloppy and care-

less. Avoiding names other than Kerry '.0hornley's Melanson has unnamed Donovan saying 

that Oswald had secret clearance, which `hornley also testified, and an unnamed urine 

who is Nelson Oelgado and notoriously undependable, saying, 4 quoted brelemson4e 



serimag he "believed" they all had access to what was classified secret. The quotation is 

incomplete. telgado then added,immediately,"(w)e all had secret clearances." This is 

false and if Melanson is at all familiar with the unqujtikable evidence it is that 

only five men in that unit had security clearances higher than confidential. 0S-Wald 

was ore of the five. 

If Melanson knew this, as he certainly should have with only a reading rather 

'than a scholarly knowledge of the literature as well as the evidence, the7why he 

quotes Delgado incompletely and unfaithfully is a question. 

Now these were far from the only marines who testifed about security clearances. 

Why does Melanson limit.hinself to these-if he really knows the-material, pUblie'd and 

in disclosed records? Perhapd the answer lies in his citing the Warren Commission 

testimony for these few instead of the published source on which he draws. This could be 

my first (1965) book or Oswald In hew Orleans (1967). Neither uses the other relevant 

testimony of which I was aware and used for other reasogtIter. 

Whether or not earlier publication was his source, when he fails to cite the 

earlier publication of whib
A;  
ah he does know and instead cites the sources they cite it 

raises question of personal and professional integrity and suggests he is puffing him-

self and his work up without any legitimate basis. 

What is even more curious, with his listing m$ Oswald In hew Orleans in his 

bibliography, is his failure to tit cite it on Oswald's security clearance. It is at 

least 4 dependable a source as some he cites and it - albeit uniquely - states that 

<44:Oswald had Top Secret and ' 	clearances. What makes this even stranger is that it 

Wow/4 
des& support and advance lielanson's theory thus far presented largely as fact. And if 

he is not familiar with Oswald In NewoOrleans, what is his bibliography other than 

pseudo-scholarship and another self-promotional effort? 

The other relevant and much better, including for his purposes, testimony I 

refer to above is in the very volume he cites for the three Marines he uses. This 

again suggests lack of familiarity with that volume of testimony and his dependance upon 



the published earlier studies in his bibliography. 

Delgado was an under-educated, unsophisticated young man with a wild
 imagination* 

If melandsn were the scholar he pretends to be he'd know that Delgad
o tried to lead the 

Commission to believe that Oswald murdered a fellow who killed himse
lf. If he were at 

all familiar with telgado's post-Marines career he know that l'elgado
 continued to make 

wild, unsupported and irrational allegations. 

The other marines who are clearly more dependable are all in the sam
e volume, 

lion where what they did before and after the Marines is testified to
. 

35 	Melanson says Oswald "served at one of his nation's most s
ensitive foreign bases." 

(Ms 14 
\ his reflects either carelessnes or ignorance because Oswald served

 at more than one. 

For example, Cubi Point in the Philippines, which is one of the most
 important of all 

foreign bases, along with Cubic Bay, where it is. 

36 	Without any qualification he says that in the "trines Oswald ptep
ared or was pre- 

pared "for his forhhoomMng espionage mission to the U.S.S.R." There i
s no basis for this 

as a bald statement and he does not present it as his opinion. 

In citing authorities for Oagkald's proficiency in Russian trend on 
the next page 

Prelandon omits what he should know from the published evidence, that
 when lima his wife, 

Marina, first met him she thought he was Russian, from a different areavfrom his accen
t. 

37 	There is conspicuog dishonesty and abandonment of any
 pretense of reputable scholar* 

ship as well as a disclosure of personal animosity in: "In 1974 a tra
nscript of .neR 

an executive session of the Warren Commission was released after a pr
olonged legal battle 

by a privare researcher." The footnote reads, "Summers, Conspiracy, p
 155." 

CitingOmmers is additionaly crooked because the actual aouroe, Summ
ers' source, is in 

Melanson's bibliography. It is, uniquely, my Whitemash C. I am the only one who sued 

for the transcripts, of which that is only one, and Meianson, the pr
ofessor who teaches 

the subject, knows it very well. (Parenthetically, it was the least p
rolonged of all my 

FOIA litigation.) 

What is trul* amazing about this petty business is what it reflects, 
either that 

• 



no publisher would get any4aithority to read the manuscript or that all authorities, 

all of whom have to know the truth about it, would either ignore it or remain silent as 

a favor to him, without regard to their own integrity. (I refer to it as petty because 

Melanson and I never had any arguments or disagreements and he felt free to write and 

ask for documents from me and to oak my opinions and he visited here and got copies 

if any of the records I got under FOIA that he wanted, including for his The Markin 

Conspiracy, where he credits these documents to the FBI reading room and makes no 

reference to my getting them via extensive FOIA litigation. 06 reminds me, he knows 

film personal observation the extent of my archive, abott 60 file cabinets plus innumerable 

boxes of records. I can't begin to remember all the FOIA suits I filed but they are 

well known in the field, certainly to anyone pretending to be a scholar, and the result 

is an archive of about a third of a million pages of previoyillywithheld records.) 

Critics knew of the possibility of OswAd's having attended the Monterey school 

long before I got and published this transcript. The problem with the conjecture and 

one Melandon does not mention is that Oswald's service record almost certainly precludes 

the possibility of his having gone there long enough to attain any proficiency at all 

in Russian. Uelessrime=comeeev  

38 	Here and on the next page he gives as his sources in his footnotes Commission 

publications but without exception all appeared in books he does not credit, with the 

single exception of Sylvia Meagher's, and she alone is dead of those authors. His 

account of Oswald's finances comes straight from Whitewash I, for example. 

39 	Valetas he expands on this lacier, he here reflects incredible ignorance of what 

is readily available on what he discusses on this page, as in the sentence where he 

says the Soviets "must have debated whether Oswald was for real or a spy." I expect 

to have occasion to expand on this later. 

40 	Where he discusses what Oswald told our Moscow embassy what he says is childishly 

silly, the stuff of cheap novels, and at the same time ignorant of the publicly available 

itUheg4eILErvitaftwAnaftwe%%oleort of murder could the embassy employ "to stop the 



Wtit 
young Marinrfrom spilling secrets." Sehe-Ifcholarly ignorance is in the next 

sentence, "If the U.S. ENassy did not previogaly know of Oswald's access to secret 

materiala, iac itdid now." 

Immediately on OswaldWdefection" the FBI consulted his records at MEM 

Navy HQ. The FBI reported no security clearance of any kind. Aleo immediately the Navy 

cabled the embassy and also said his records reflected no security clearance of any 

kind but added the opinion that he could have had confidential clearance, the lowest 

of all clearances. So, the embassy-knew what the official records show and had no reason 

to place any credence in any threat by Ossald to disclose big secrets - even it he had 

had aey. The KGB believed he did not and did not question him at all. 

Oswald presented no "risk to the U-2" to be "eliminated" by "some cold-war caper 

to sild'ece Oswald." This is really juvenile! Can it be imagined what the consequences 

would have been had anything at all have happened to Oswald after he asked for Russian 

citizenship? 

Oswald had no significant "U-2 data" to give the USSR that it did not have, 

He had no secrets at all "concerning radio-communications codes." This concoction 

again raises quations about Melanson's uses of united books because dile really did 

know the Dohovan testimony (the man in charge of Oswald's radar work whose name Melanson 

has slows omitted up to this Pain)), Melanson would know that as soon as Oswald "defected" 

the Navy changed all those codes he knew because it had to. 

What Nlanson says about alleged secrets relating to "radar installations" and 

"aircraft deployment in the western United States" reflects giess ignorance of the actuali-

ties of intelligence, 4t 't is the stuff of cheap novels. There are no setets about where 

there are radar installations. They disclose themselves when they operate. Oswald had no 

knowlddge of aircraft deployment from his work in the El Toro security office, even if 

that were secret from the USSR and it gave a damn. 

Eelanson give nit source for his reference to the USSR's "bugging of our embassy.N 

That he does !list again reflects consummate ignorance of the public material, publOshed 



in sources he does credit eliewhere and he should know very well. I expect to be ret 
[$e cit in 44.1* ti4ri NolstriellA , tr 

to this also. More, the conjr.,ctures at this point are childish. i440 10C4N4 sa wcff 	MC.) 

41 	"The Russians took him in and, presumably, his radar secrets along with him." 

Rubbish! The KGB had ordered that he not be permiteed to stay and his attempted suicide 

(earlier referred to bytielenson as "allegedly") prompted the Russian (fed "roes to get 

him permission to remain in the USSR as a non-citizen. That Oswald was not ppid for any 

intelligence services to the USSR is reflected by the fact that he had to borrow money 

from our embassy to return home by the cheapest means. 

His notes for this page refer to Richard E. Snyder as a "diplomat" in our embassy 

who dealt with Oswald, Snyder had a title.-Perhapaffiaanson goes into it later but he 

does not here report that Snyder had been CIA. This would seem to advance helanson's 

theory that Oswald was CIA. So, is he a real scholar? Does he really know the available 

material? Even in sources he cites, like Snyder's own writing? H letw) w 	it 	44%e 1.  

He again refers to those alleged secrets in "Oswald's radar knowledge." Radar 

was not secret to the USSR or other countries, all of whom have and operate it. The 

one area that ftelanson could claim to be secret - but wasn't having beta)7 published more than 

a year earlier - was Oswald's knowledge that we had height-seeking radar. But this is in 

Lieutenant Donovan bs testimony on the very page 4014anson cites so Melanson does not 

mention it at all! 

Unlike most writers of non-fiction and at least many scholars, gelanson has a 

phobia about giving names. Thus he refers only to "a k'ew wrleans radio host,N without 

saying anythigg more about him or the station he was on - a station used by the CIA 

to propagandize in Cuba, WWL. There area reports I cannot aithenticate that this host 

also had CIA connections. 

42 	He does get around to Snyder's CIA connection at th , bottom of this page, saying 

he was "alleged by some Warren Commission critics to have been working for the CIA under 

diplomatic cover." On checking his note "some" turns out to be Jim Marrs' Crossfiee. a 

nutty and inaccurate compilation of all the nut theories Marrs could get. It is not even 

IMO 



a dependable source and no honest scholar, after it;laing it, would consider citing it 

as a dependable source. 

Be finally gets around to Snyder's admission of having worked for the CIA briefly 

at an earlier time in citing the House Assassination Committee. Snyder bad written this 

years earlier in the Washington Post article Nslanson cites without quoting this from it. 

As with the exeecutive session transcript, there can be a motive in delaying 

identifying Snyder as having worked for the CIA and not reporting it until after saying 

that Snyder was still working for the CIA when Oswald was there - it tends to credit the 

false version. This is supported by what follows, his argument that as of the time Oswald 

went to Moscow the CIA did have people under diplomatic cover. There is no point in this 

unless he is trying to persuade the reader that Swyder, despite denials, was then CIA. • 

He gets so carried away with his baseless argument about Oswald and secrets to 

spill that he here refers to "the magnitude of Berets Os.iald might spill." Yet the one 

possible secret that is in the testimony he ignored on the page he cited several times, 

that of the authentic expert, Donovan, he did not mention. Some "scholarship"! 

He next quotes the same page of testimony, again, still not naming Donovan, referring 

to him as what he testified he wasn't, "Oswald's former commanding officer," reels off, 

without direct quotation, the "wholesale changes" the "defections required, and still 

excludes the height-seeking radar, the only possible secret that in any event was not 

secret! 

Underscoring his abysmal ignorance of the very thing he touts here and did in The 

Nirkin Conspiracy, the records disclosed in FOIA litigation and those of the Warren 

Commission available in the Archives, he concludes that "At the highest levels of the 

military bureaucracy in Washington, howver,A 	there was sc
arcely a ripple." As Inote 

.ft- 

above, there was immediate reaction, the records were searched and the report on the 

search was (tabled to the Moscow embassy. If he was not so utterly incompetent he could 

have used this to advance his argument because Odwald did have a high security clearance 

and it is not in his Navy records. The records are not honest and it can reasonably be 

inferred they were fixed to obscure intelligence connection. 



It is"standard operating procedureto conduct a 'net damage assessment' for defe
ctors, 

44 	but "There was none for Oswald." He cites no source. Yet it is appare
nt that there 

had been such an assessment from the very testimony he has used, the cheige
s that were made 

immediately in the codes, etc. 

What he could have used to make the point he is striving to make he apparently 

does not know about. There was an investigation by ONI but its results were not
 given to 

the Commission and have not been disclosed by the Navy and it is known that all
 of Oswald's 

mates who should have been interviewed wore not. He has cited Epstein's Legend,
 which goes 

into this, and he has my Oswald An New Orleans in his bibliography, and it even inc
ludes 

what'one a4pLded Mate told me and could have told OM If he read the boo:4hp 
knew this 

and if he did not read the books he cites them to inflate credentials he does n
ot have. 

The argument that follows is silly. As he gets carried away wits it he blows th
e 

Oswald defection up into "One of the most damaging defections in history." 4L-4
,140 r4444aPm/-1. 

An account of the shooting down of the Powers U-2 flight follows. He then argue
s 

46 	that "theplane must have been flying at an abnormally low altitude w
hen it was 

shot down" and follows this with "Another qualified source, U-2 pilot Francis G
ary Powers, 

opined that technical data imessidet supalied to the Russians by lee Harvey Oswa
ld may have 

been the U-2's downfall." ("Downfall"?) Powers did not say that. His ghost-writ
er, Curt 

Gentry did. It was Gentry's idea to have this in to help seell the book,
 not Powers', and 

Gentry phoned me from San -Francisco to discuss it with mire knew there was no b
asis for it, 

led me to believe he was not going to use it, and they did. Had helanson used o
ther 

available literature or been a scholar and learned whether or not the Soviet's 
had the 

capability, he'd have known that they did and that Powers had also said his pla
ne was 

downed when it was flying at the prescribed and presumeably safe height. 

he then quotes the book again on what is worse than merely silly mg what is 

stupid, having Powers say Oswald knew "how long we stayed out on any mission, and 
in 

which dire tion we went." Oswald knew this from Japan. Atsugi, of California. E
l Toro? 

Powers was shot down in the lad= USSR. 



47 	He argues that the CIA should have debriefed Oswald on this U-2 incident and 

says the CIA was "simple-minded" if it saw no connection. It is just plain silliness and 

ignorance to argue this, as it is not to argue that Oswald should have been debriefed, 

as was the CIA's standard practise with travellers, on what he saw and heard in the 

USSR. And on this very point he is conspicuously ignorant of the literature in his 

bibliography or has other motive in not citing it because I pointed out in my first book 

that what oswald wrote about the factory in which he worked was precisely the kind of 

information all intelligence agencies want and seek. 

He ends this page with what is incredible, that Oswald, who'd been in the USSR 

-fe9 -a long time before-  the Powers flight, knew the "altitude" at which-Powers would fly, 

and his "actual flight path." Aside from the obvious- impossibility of this, if Melanson 

was at all familiar with what is public, including official testimony he has cited, he'd 

have known that they were last-minute determinations and are always variables. 

There is no case to begin with and he makes it even worse by using undependable 

sources and adding his own ignorance to them. He lacks basic understanding of what he 

is writing about. 

48 	In this silliness ofithis page of baseless argument and conclusions he again 

is carried away by his concoctions to the point where he says that Oswald had "first-

hand knowledge of the spy plane and its base." It base was in TURKEY! 

49- 	He goes into Captain Alexis Davison giving Oswald his mother's address in Georgia 

50 
so Oswald may visit hera and has an understated version of Davison's expulsion from the 

USSR over his involvement in the Penkovsky case and cites the official claims that this 

was Davisono only involvement in espionage. But his deficient scholarship again denies 

him the ability to really question what Davison and officialdom said. Davison's mother 

had been a nurse in the White army at the time of the Russian revolution when she met 

his father, a doctor in the US invasion force in Siberia. She was as anti-Soviet as 

was possible. There is little more unlikely than that Davison would have sent a man he 

believed was pro-Soviet to annoy and aggravate his mother by his politica. 

51ff As he continues what is more of an amateurish spy novel than a work of um-fiction 



and gets the Oswalds out of the USSR and back in the US he is ignorant of factsfaAher 

thesr=con4esSarelrtEat could advance nis argumeat7Minie twists facts a bit and fails to 

report what was well known, as that Otto Otepka had the Oswald file in his possession 

as I recall after the assassination. In writing about Marina and the $ Komsommol, he 

°mitt the fact that she had been expelled from it. 

54ff When he gets to the fact that the Oswald's had an apartment in Holland (he does 

not say why but it was while waiting for the ship on which they sailed) he cites"some 

researchers" without any source in his notes as believing this was a CIA safehouse or 

for the Oswalds' debriefing. There is no way of knowing even whether there is anything 

to either belief, but the point he misses is that the Oswalds were broke and had to borrow 

from the embassy to pay their transportation costs. Who got those acoomodations for the 

Oswalds and how were they paid for? 

If he had cited the available FBI reports on Spas Raikin he'd have learned more 

about him and what Oswild said that he could use. Ine4eadthe=a‘tes.,Instead he cites 

secondary sources. 

He is correct in noting how unusual it was for the CIA not to have debriefed 

Oswald but his discussion is amateurish, incomplete and even unfair to the FBI. Rather 

than make a scholarly assessment he seeks to advance his arguement and again has a really 

nonsensical and ignorant flight of fancy (56): "Oswald was a walking data bank regarding 

Soviet techniques od debriefing and handling defectors." 

How did Oswald acquire such information about KGB debriefing when hgiiianot only was 

not debriefed - it never spoke to him at all! And what is there to the actualities with 

Oswald to justify calling him a data bank out "handling defectors" when he wasn't 

handled" at all but was given a place to stay and a job by the USSR Red dross 

It is true that the CIA says it did not believe that the KGB was not interested 

in Oswald but he is either ignorant or dishonest in stopping with this CIA claim and 

saying no moss about it. The KGB got all it needed to know about Oswald from the In-

tourist and hotel employees and it regarded him as unstable and undependable and merely 

directed that he leave the USSR when his visa expired. Oswald was, kimai-however, 

  



interviewed by the other USSR spookery, the MVD. Qe is either ignorant or dishonest in 

not including this well-known fact. 
Cogn0,7 

A Once Oswald was back in the US, aside from any CIA(d.ebriefingjcounterintelligence 

jurisdiction was with the FBII /virik. 04. 

62 	Oswald did not in Dallas "settle under the wing of George de Mohrenschildt, who, 

citing no sources, Melanson describes as "right—wing and with CIA ties." What is a "tie" 

to 4elanson? Why no souse? The White Russian community there was right-wing but what 

make Jae i4, who was openly contemptuoMs of some of them, right-wing? This "'scholarship? 

63 	Oswald's "new status as a traitor." Not true and no basis for saying it. 

"...why he was not punished as a. traitor for reveal:LINK, secrets tothe Soviets." 

Oswald was not a traitor and not only had he no sestets to give the Soviets, not only 

is there no evidence that he gave them anything, what kind of scholar does hot know that 

there must be evidence and testimony and there was no evidence and no possible testi-

mony on any aspect of this. It is irresponsible, immature, unreasonable and baseless. 

Refers to Oswald 's "observations about the deployment patterns of the Soviet 

military" based on something someone allegedly said that Oswald asid and nothing else. 

Does he mean comments by observation, or what Oswald saw? Assuming that Oswald actually 

said it, there is nothing in what he has before on this to indicate that it was not something 

that Oswald had readh,He was never in a position to see such deployments throughout the 

USSR. Which was pretty well known in any event by other means, including U-2 phptography. 

Then there is what is really wild and wee never sursted by anyone, "The CIA 

64 	would not have sacrificed its prized U-2 just to provide a cover for a fake defector." 

Assuming on the basis of nothing but the smoke he has blown that Oswald served in 

an intelligence function in the USSR Melanson sa's what he has not addressed and cannot 

prove, that Oswald "continued in a domseti2hying role for the CIA" (which was prohibited 

the CIA by law and it is absolutely irrational to even suggest that he could have done for 

it what could justify the great risk involvedin using him in domestic operations). "Nor would 

he continue to have CIA contacts." I am confident he'll not come up with anything sub-

stantial in what follows and he has yet to show that Oswald had any CIA contacts at any 



time in tis life to this point in Melanson's uninformed,inaccruate and distorted account 

of his life. 

The penultimatisentence in this chapter is wildly irrational and were it not is 

without justification in the chapter: "The only way Oswald could be accepeted as lid (his 

emph.) being the traitor who downed the spy plane is if the Agency had precise control 

over the subtsance and number of 'secrets' he delivered to the KGB." 

This is a complete and shocking departure from any rational concept of scholar- 

ship 	
'het' 

 and honesty. 14u itcbAlitAl. 	ri.vrt L/1104.414 	#414 att4 )14 	)  

It is even worse if he believes he has established these statement in this chapter 

-because if-hc'doeo he.is nuts. 

Chapter 3 

65 	He uses links" as he used "ties," with no definition of either or any similar 

word. These words have little meaning except what he seeks to impart by suggestion rather 

than proof. It is the same in "CIA-related activities." What is "CIA-related" is what the 

reader takes from it. Moreover, there can be a relationshAp that has no meaning at all, 

like a bookstore frem which it or its people get books or magazines. A newsstand, etc. 

Oswald " founded a chapter of the Fair Play for Cuba Committee." False. There was 

no New Orleans chapter. 

66 	With regard to Oswald's picketing of the carrier Wasp, he reflects his ignorance of 

basic and established fact with what he does not say. Here he is trying to make a case of 

Oswald not being alone and being involved with the CIA and he does not know or worse, does 

not see the significance in the fact that someone else was involved in this with Oswald. 

Melanson, convinced that he knows all there is to know, again flaunts his ignorance 

in saying that when Oswald picketed the old (which he does not say) International Trade Mart 

that was the third time he picketed. The is false. Oswald was quite active in such picket- 

s 
 but the Commission did not rei l,t all of them. Again his ignorance, he says that 

when Oswald did this "the local TV news cameras were there." Not all, only two, and 

Oswald himself arranged for that. This is in the Commissions materials and he should knoww it. 



Be says Oswald "founded the chapter" of the FPC(. Again, absolutely false. There 

was no chapter. There was only Oswald's phony business and it was not related to the FPCC. 

4e just made it up, as helanson should know. And if he does know, there is no excuse for 

his persisting misrepr4esentation of it. 

67 	Melanson says that it was only three days txbrEckluct after Oswald appeared unannounced 

qt Carlos Brinuier's store that Oswald picketed the Trade "art. Be cites Tony Summers' 

book as his source. I've noticed that quite often he cites books for what those books 

took from the Commission's publication instead of citing the original, Commission source. 

This is an old trick of the rip-off artists who have been so active in this field. By seeming 

__tojoe gO4PrOu4 in crediting other and earlierEublicationthey obscure the fact that they 

do not credit the sources where they want to give the idea that what is not credited is 

their pmmoriginal work. There are a numebr of instances of this at this poiire:44:4L17.4.4facIrip/ 

en a tluazoly kW 5 tor 	ef> a- 	1) odr. 
There are twts vers3ons of this time lapse in the Commission's evidence and bothOTO- 

pihhile? 
wrong. That they are wrong is established by a Secret Service record of which he knows sma 

4 

nothing, apparently, although I publkehed it in a book in his bibliography. The leads 

were there for following, Melanson didn't follow them and I did. Bringuier's story is just 

plain false, as the Secret Service record I refer to establishes and I have additional 

documentary proof in Bringuier's handwriting and dated by him. My point here is that 

despite his pretense to be an authentic expert helanson simply is not and oblivious of 

it flaUnts his ignorance as he tries to build a phony case in his boot' and a phonyrep-

utation for himself. There is much, much more of this than I've indicated. He Aids 

dependable sources, whatever his reason, ignores the vast amount of documentation now 

available, draws upon the undependable, particularly conspiracy theorists whose work just 

stinks, and puffs himself up with the manner in which he handles this stuff. 

Sloppy, sloppy, ignorant still again when he pontificates, "It would be interesting 

to know the ultimate source of the 'tip' that brought Isringuier into a confrontation with 

Oswald," inferring that it was part of the nonexisting CIA plot of which Oswald we; part. 

Tne truth is that this is in the Warren books, in part, the part that tdeatifies the Cuban 
C-e/h //14-044/Z- 

friend of Bringuier's who ran and told him. The name slips my mind at the moment 
A 



actuality is that Oswald himself set out to do this,what it would have helped/Yelanson's 

c%trived case had he but known it. But despite his pretenses (that are just as false in 

The Murkin Conspiracy) he has done no real investigation of his own and depends% undepend-

able secondary sources, as will soon be seen. Oswl4d spent quite a bit of time and effort 

conspicuously picketing close toRringuier's store - and was ignored. g was seen doing 

this regularly on Canal Street, the main street very close to Bringuier's store. Only most 

sensible Cubans stayed away from Oringuier. Be was known in that community as "El Estupid-

es." This means "The Stupidity." Those 141-headed Cubans took their complaints to the 

Catholic Cuban Pelle and Mrs. Elise Cerniglia, who ran it. Bed Melanson followed the 

-leads in the Warren material he'd. have interviewed her, as I did. (And-not only-her, others.) 

Melanson replaced "source" with "friend" in quotes, i71ying that it was not a 

friend who told 'ringuier where Oswald was. (And Bringuier did not have to "search," 

as "elanson says, to find Odwald.) Then he does correctly provide the name, Celso ternande*, 

and asks where he got the information. This is in the Warren testimony: he saw it! 

"Bringuier and his associates were extensively involved with the CIA." False. 

This, Nelanson seems to say, is because Bringuier was the "Newerleane head of the 

Directarto NevoluZionario Estudantil," which he proceeds to exatgerate and misrepresent. 

There was but a single New '1rleans member of the IRE: Bringuier.Sa, he'headed"himself! 

There were organizations that had been financed by the CIA, like the Cuban 660- 

lutionary Council, but that finding has ceased, as had any relationship with the CIA through 

it. 

"Bringuier was the publisher of a right-wing New Orleans Yewsletter. It was 

funded by the L'rusade to tree Cuba." Soue: Tony Summers' book. The actuality is that 

the then defunct Crusade, as it was known, was started by two Cubans, with one of whom, were 

he not so ignorant of the facts, gelanson could have used to forward his argument because 

he could alleged an OswaldliconnectionV with him, the late uonnie Caire. (who was also a 

registered foreign agent! Wow'? What Melanson could have embellished that into!!!) It 

was#415‘ip-off, the °rusada. The other guy had been the last hew Orleans head of the Cuban 
(tevolutionary Council. The CIA broke its ties with the CRC- and again, what helanson could 



4 

have dono were he not so ignorant of what is well-knonw, in this instance by Warren 

Commission publication - the very month Oswald appeared in 'low Orleans. That guy, whose 

name also escapes me at this moment, had to flee New  Orleans, to escape a itogan Act 

charge. The name is Sergio Arcacha4Non. 

Citing Summers as the source, "elanson says that the Crusade. was "yet another 

CIA,ifunded anti-Castro organization." False. Never any CIA connection and the "organi- 

zation" consisted of those two characters. APIPtori p A04+NV A ho ii h J..6  1.440  41Techtlacft 

68 	&eking why Oswald, after being arrested, asked to be interviewed by the FBI and 

then lying to that agent, "elanson says, "One explanation is that he was mating the 

Bureau's files as part of establishing his nro-castro cover, a co46 he needed in order _ e  

tOPursueOeriatninteliigence activities () which will be discussed on the next chapter)." 

The one thing Oswald would have done, had that been the purpose Helanaon mind-

reads into existence, was to have seen to it that he would mt. have had such a cover. 

Throughout this manuscript,as is true throughout The Murkin ConspiracyjMelanson 

displays a childish concept of the FBI and CIA and intelligence in general. He gives 

a story-book acccount that even for such an account is childish and immature. Tne FBI 

has and keeps extensive files and checks information out. They knew there was nothing to 

Oswald's stpry and came close to ignoring it entirely. Had he not "defected" they'd have 

ignored it entirely. They also knew that there was no pro-Castro activity in hew Orleans. 

They had and they checked sources, so if Oswald had in mind what Melanson puiPs there, he 

failed, as anyone acting with an intelligence agency would have known and as any 

genctageny would have prevented. 

Melanson says that Oswald went to the unemployment office "looking for demonstrators." 

Hein fact went there to hire someone to help him with his picketing. One young man, Charles 

Hall Steele,Peodk the short-lived job. Melanson again avoids names, as he does more than not, 

a strange form of scholarship and of writing. Melanson says also that Oswald had only one 

helper. Now if Melanson had done any investigating, as he didn't and I did, he'd have known 

from two obvious sources, the man who reported Oswald's ITM picketing to the FBI, Jesse 

Core, a public relations man who had his office in the ITA, building and who also had that 



function for the ITM, and Steele. Both told me that Oswald had at least one other assistant, 

unknown to Steele. Other anti—Castro sources say he had more than these two and worked out 

of an automobile, which he did not have. 

Citing nom* Commission sources, testimony, Obibits and documents, helanson ends 

this page saying thAt Oswald "and his lone helper passed out leaflets just long enough to 

be photographed by a mobile unit (sic) from a(sic) local TV station." 

, 
Well!Thie does establosh his ignorance of the very records he citearand of the 

well—known information and the reputable and even some of the disreputable literature. 

That "mobile unit" did not exist and it twos two, not one, TV stations, WDSU and 

-WWL, and the-Commission published-framesfrom both films and used-them-extensively in 

questioning witnesses and seeking identifications of people. In each instance there was 

only a siz:gle cameraman with a shoulder—bag. WDSU's photographer, Johann Rush, did not even 

go the few blocks to his studio after filming Oswald. 7e took a woman who worked in the % 

ITM building to lunch. 

70 "Behind Oswald's pro—Castro facade lay numerous linkages to the Byzantine world 

of the antiCastro moblement." No source is given and no real source can be. He clearly is 

referring to what proceeds in this ch ster and that is worse than worthless— it is mis4 

leading and/or false and fabricated. Vv 

&gain, gasollessness, sloppiness or ignorance where he refers to Oswald's distribution 

of copies of a pamphlet by Corliss Lamont, "The Crime Against Buba:ti with "the address sit 

ai 
stamped inside the back cover: FPCC, 544 Camp St., New Orleans, Ia." What he does not say 

is that only a few had this address stamped in them. Most didn t. The Commission had some 

trouble getting the copy with this address from the FB1,as he fails to report. 

71 	In refering to the office of Guy B  ster being in the 544 Camp Street building 
 	i=or—lki/oca4"/o, 	141/th 1 I 

Melanson gibs a very large lily by gi 	seven For the first time he cites one of my 

books and he is careful to obscure the fact that it was the first and the othe7followed 

and copied from it. He does not list it ff;rst. He cites to more than the office being in 

that bui 	and mixes the undependable with the dependable, leaving the reader no way 

of knowing which is dependable, if he actnally knows, and which isn't. Some that might 

be assumed to be depenSdable, like Jim Garrison's books, are least dependable. 



The footnote krpography, without spacing or paragraphing, is confusing. I see now 

thathe gives but three sources on the building and lanister in it but what I say above 

with regard to it is true as is the next footnote in which he mixes undependable sources 

for what he says about ilainster 

72 	By putting "detective agency" in quotes he iretends that Banister did not have one. 

lie did, and he was also engaged in various extreme-right activities. He also fails to note 

that a source he depends on elsewhere, Jim BO places Ba3 iaterb office on the second 

floor when it was to the first,the street floor with a private Wtrance. 

Be says that Ban ister_"helperto establish the CIA,badked Cuban hevolutionary Front, 

givimmieers.es his souree.-Intactthe-PrenteviseTWeasHealled,, was organized before 

canister had any involvement with it, if he had any. Summers uses sources who have no 
bid on lc 

For the fact that men one of whom used the name "Oswfad" asked for a memlorembomif 

sale on 10 vehicles to be used as ambulances in Cuba( HECUanjiln says "truckssu.) he 

avXids giving  a source but has an ifelevant source indicated at the end of the next sentence. 
el 

This information appeared in my Oswald In New Orleans, from which Summers picked it up and 

used it, with my assent, although he did not credit it. 

Be gives no tem source for what there is absolutely no reason to believe, that 

Banister "knew" or "knew of" Oswald before he returned from the USSR. 

If what follows is true, as some isn't, it has no real point except in an amateurish 

fiction. When he gets to address/6;wald had noted in his addressbook he cites Summers as 

76 	the source.#e well knows that this originated in Oswald In /'ew Orleans, from which 

Summers and others adopted it. and when he gets to the non-existing addresses there, I am 

the one who checked them out and later gave them significance, and that originates in the 

same book. Others who used it added nothing to it, as he also knows. 

He says this strange matter of those notations by Oswqld "is easily explained by his 

working for the Agency." He doesn't say how and it isn't true. Another bit of fiction-writing 

rather than non-fiction: he makes it up as he goes and probably believes it. 

pc s‘r4 THO Os d, the "potential left-wing spy (a new kind of "spy") walked 

credibility at all. 



into the nerve center of anti-Castroism in New Orleans and tried to palm himself off 

as an anti-Castro activist." There was no such things as a nerve center for that activity 

there, whatever he may mean by "anti-Castroism," and on only once, in the store of The 
Cq_itfr-0  

Stupodity, did Oswald pretend being anti-fir- and then not 	"activist." /44 had done 

nothing anti-Castro. 

He continues to blow smoke and call it links of a chain, Be has the CIA administering 

anti-Castro groups from ilew Orleans, when there was no such neck and he has no evidence. 

Be cites an undepenable source for saying the CIA had an operation there but he could, 

if he knew the material, have sited a dependable source, the Church committee of tha 

U.S.,$enate. But that does not mean it was supervising anti-Castro work and there is no 
- - 	- - 

evidence that it did there. He does cite this committee (on f9  for the mail-opening 

work the CIA did there, but that does not relate to what he is talking about in any way. 

hie says he learned under ?OIA, big deal, and the only such personal claim he's been able 

to make to this 44,despite his puffery,that in 1981 the CIA had 22 employees there. But 

he does not say what they were doing, when Ok he could and should have, instead deliberately 

misleading the reader. The CIA's domestic-contact service has an open office, listed in the 
Ihi 04 4±-41."4"041- 

phone book, and that has employees1P-Woalsota.!on chief. fie makes a big deal about 

a station chief's name that is a big secret, with an undependable source. At the time of 

those 22 employees -in all -the CIA had iniVew Orleans the station chief's name was well 

known. It was teake. r41.'1144141 cr.344" 22- (441-/ 	H 041)  Alef tif r cal 11 Wm. 

He concludelkhis chapter saying that "Oswald's ostensible IgU-gstro activities 

were firmly 

 

shed in the ctty's anti-Castro subculture." Nis is wordswordswordswords. II 

 

Aie has established nothigg at all, certainly not what he claims in this sentence.-li is 

an incompetent, over-writkn, exaggerated, fabricated, imaginary "mesh!'" that he just has 

not established. 

The one thing he continues to establish is his own ignorance and his systematic 

departures from authentic scholarship. No real scholar - not even the National EnquirOr - 

would even think of using the-xodrellebrpelphine Roberts, lianister's former secretary, as an 

only and a dependable source, as he does. 



In addition to what I say about Melanson's FOIA request to learn the number of 

CIA employees in kiew Orleans, in and of itself a useless inquiry, reflecting a lack of 

understanding of what is and is not important and significant and an amateurish and 

immature approach, Nelanson is unfair to the CIA in his use of the information. 

Both the FBI and CIA do have responsibilities, proper and necessary responsibilities. 

New Orleans is a large and important pott and base of commerce, particularly with 

Latin America. One of the proper functions of its International Trade Mart was to pro-

mote business. this business was in part with dictatorehips,like those of Samoza and 

Trujillo in Central America and Finochet and others in South America. They had many 

enemies and when they or those representing them went to liew Orleans there was, as 

there should have been, governmental concern over untoward events, including efforts to 

assassinate them. Thus the CIA and the FBI had to be prepared to frustrate any such ef-

forts and that required them to be informed, to keep up with what exile groups might be 

up to. With the FBI, as an example, in those days SA Warren de Brueys covered the IT14 as 

-1;61PP15-  a reporter or policeman covered a beat. 	ssrequired extra personne#e assigned by both 

agencies. 

Because New Orleans is a large port for sea and air transportation, there were 

more returning travellers to be interviewed by the CIA's domestic contact service than 

say IN Dallas or St. Louis. 

Melanson infers that all those CIA people, including clerical personnel of whom 

he makes no mention and who swelled the number to 22, were engaged in spooking. This is 

not true and in the way he uses it it is not honest. 



Chapter 4 

80 	To refer to David Ferrie as a homosexual does not satisfy the need of this 

amateur novelist pretending non-fiction. He pet says he was fired by Eastern Airlines bee,. 

cause of "his on-the-job homosexual activities." Ao source givek,In fact it was as he 

should have known a New Orleans police case and it invtived juveniles. He says Ferriep 

"was hairless from head to toe" but cites no soufce.it was alopaecia totalis(approa. 

spelling) and the only original source is Oswald In New Orleans. Much of this trash is 

without source citation, but en he does cite sources and as usual uses secondary sources 

81 	Ate makes needless mistakes that do reflect his polsonal ignorance of the sub- 

jec*a  tterl "Ferric. was in a federal courtroom in New Orleans watching as jicrlos Marcell° 
was being cleared of charges that had resulted in his temporary deportation." There is 

no such things as a "temporary deportation." He was cleared of immigration charges. 

Ferrie was not in the courtroom. That is prohibited for witnesses, which rrie was. 

And as I report accurately in Oswald In New "means, with a cited and xmlommottmm 

quoted FBI report as evidence, he was in the witness room, where witnesses are until they 

11‘P4/■f 
testify. He was with FBI SA egis Kennedy, who filed the report. 	also was a scheduled 

.fitness. 

"Ferris's precise relationshipvith harce1lo is not known." It is not known only 

to fakers pretending to be experts. He had only one relationship with Marcello, and it was 

not a direct relationship. Ferrie was a friend of and was used as an investigator by one 

of Ilercello's New Orleans lawyers, G. Wray Gill. (hs the litendedly omniscient Melanson 

failed to note in the preceeding chapter, Ferrie also worked with and hung out with Guy 

ganister.) Gill recommended to the late jack Wasserman, a Washington imigration specialist 

with a fine reputation, that they use &Trim as an investigator. Wasserman was the lawyer 
Cty 	hire/  

in charge of that immigrationpoase defense. fLe agreedt'lt is grrie who went to Guatemala 

and came back with the evidence that got Marcelloq acquitted. 0(I see he does have 

working witaanister lower on this page. This is characteristic of the endless ituapinggS 

around I've observed up to this point. 	didn t take time to orgagze his writing.) 

04mad=iiiMasFerrie working for the (ail. His citations lack credibility 	report Amp- 



1-1 

unconfirmed rumorelThere is n#eal evidence of any kind and no reel reason to be
lieve 

that Eerrie flew CIA missions to Cuba, bombed it in raid5or rescued anti-Castroit
es. If 

I remember correctly, internal CIA records state that he did not work for it. Nel
anson 

boasts of his time in their reading room so he should be able to put it one way o
r the 

other from the CIA's disclosed records. 

He refers to "the CubanOexile training camp outside New Orleans." In thct ther
e 

were at least three, all of no significance in training, and then were not/ "iuts
ide 

New Orilans." They were all on the far side of Lake Pontadhartrain, which is 30 miles
 wide, 

as I recall. They were in St. Tammany's Parish and at least one was a scam. 

Hi-sayLl this camp was raided'"by federal agents seeking to enforce President 

Kennedy's order forbidding anti-Castro military activities on U.S. soil. " I know
 of 

no Presidential order of this description, which is minor cdtl4red to the rest/ of wh
at 

happens when primary sources are not used. His one citation is to the House Assas
sina-

tions Committee and to a new story. 

From the top, the one he refers to was not a "camp" or any kind of "training camp
." 

I was there; he wasn't. It was a bungalow loaned to some Cubans by the Moloney wh
o had been 

14/ 	
noioaltd 

involved in mafia gaM$1ing in Cuba. His brother was a tennis star. The used it t
o store 

an strange assortment of explosives that with their concpet of secrecy and securi
ty they 

brought in in an open 14Haul trailer. Then, in cleaning up the accumulation of leaver
and 

other trash on the igounds and setting fire to it, they almost set the house with
 all those 

explosives in it on fire. A neighbor phoned to complain to the local Sheriff and 
he notified 

the FBI and the FBI raided them and saved that part of that Parish, off Ponchartr
ain 

oulevardm fro4evastation. JFK had nothing to do with it. 

83 	In blowing all of this so far out of reason he says of ,those he says are F
errie's 

/MA- 

CIA-linked associates, likeganister, who really had no such leek, that Sergio Arc
acha Smith 

of the CRC "had an office at 544 ''amp Street at the same time Oswald used this ad
dress on 

his pamphlets." No soculge and there can't be any because it is fictitious. The CR
C had not 

been in that building for a year or more and Aroacha had fidliew Orleans long bef
ore then. 



At the bottom of the pate he does admit that the CIA told the Justice ftepartment 

that it had had no relationship with Cerrie and had no file on him. That he has not cited 

anything that reasonable people can regard as refuting this did not deter ilelanson from 

wandering about in his fictions he regards as fact. 

84 	In goinnii-Into Fertie becoming suspect he again avoid$ the original source and 

cites ine using it. It was first in 	tewaah II (1966) and then in Oswald In New Orleans 

(1967). And he can't evea rib  si plc thinbe like this straight:"He was taken in for 

questioning by the FBI but was released." He was arreted, not just "taken in," by jim 

Garrison s off ca 	it drago
oned both the Secret Service and the very unwilling FBI 

into questioning Ferrie. After they placed no charges, tarrison, not the FBI, released him. 

He referto what 'Ferrie did after the Marcello treal was over, which was the day 

JFK was assassinated, and says his "movements" are "unexplained." This is false. They were 

explained, by at least three people in the Warren Commission materials and more in the 

disclosed FBI records to which he has yet to make a single citation, such is his scholarship. 

fle may not believe the explanat416.61d the whole business - that I brought to light, not 

Other 
the/sources he cites -is at least strange. But not unexplained. 

As usual his scholarship requires that as many names as he can be omitted so he 

does not mention those of Ferrie's companions.ple refers to the phone calls that were 

made but he had no real knowledge or understanding because he'd never have ignored the fact 

Gall 
that one(WgS to/6rcello's motel. However, it was by unnamed AlvinSeauboeuf, whose'mother 

worked there and he _phoned her. 

86 	He 	says,"By far the most significant of Ferrie's activities and associa- 

4.1 
tions are those involving Lee Harvey Oswald." He thin says that Ferrie led the /few 

Orleans unit of the Civil Air Patrol." He gives no dates for Ferris's leadership and 

there were two such CAP unitsm not one. How well informed he is!! 

"In 1955, while Ferris led the New Orleans CAP, Lee Harvey uswald joined." There is 

nIsource indicated here bg the one at the end of the next sentence cannot apply. The Mir 

truth is that when Oswald was in that CAP unit Ferrie was and had been inactive and not 

on the CAP roster. Some connection!!!!And "aseociation."!!1He is just ignorant of the 



Prfirh 

re ily available data or doesn't give a damn or both. 	

k 
i16. 

87 	He begins this page by assuming what he has not shown, a VeAe-Oswald relationshipk .z• 

"One might assume this (Oswald in thejlarines) would be Ingend'ile of any relationship 

between 6rrie and Oswald....0b)ut Oswald was again in errie's company after returning 

from Russia."(The is no footnote to this entire paragraph so we are to divine the source, 

unless he did that, which is probable.) 

In what follows his lone source is the completely undependable Delphine Roberts, 

second-hand from Symmers, for whom she had been conditions byGarrisonns people and others. 

Aside from those personal qualities which make it iXessible to credit her, particularly 

as a lime sovroe,-and the lact that. she radically changed what she was saying after her 

initial refusal to be interviewed and speak at all, she was then engaged iliag a feud with 

Banister's heirs over possession of some of his papers. Using her as a witness to Oswald 

and .°Orrie being seen together reflects adversely on Ilelansonis knowledge, judgement and 

professional and literary standards. It is anything but the conclusive proof represented. 

It is not unfair, ilever, to refer to the Clinton, Le. witnesses as "solid evidence." 

Unlike Melanson I met and spoke with those people. They were impressive and none appeared 

to have any reason for not being truthful. 

I believe but am not certwin that nelanson is wrong in saying their existence was 

not know to the Commission and I am certain it was known to the FBI and that I have or 

have seen its reports on them. 

The real question is of identification: did they see the people they say they saw 

or did they see others who poked like those they said they saw. Impressive as they were, 

the New Orleans jury in the Shaw case was not moved by their appearance and testimony. It 

deliberated only an hour in acquitting Clay Shaw. 

88ff Caton is more thsi)"a hundred miles north of New Orleans." 

He has about ten pages on the CIA's domestic-intelligence adventures. These can be 

relevant only if a firm link to the CIA is established. Nltdoes not do it and he cannot. 

141  
He returns to Clinton and its witnesses at the bottom of page 96. But before5istting 



he seeks to build his phony case of an Oswald Ferris association by referring to Ferrie 

qt) 
as OswIld's "old CIA buddy," 4hich is at least an exaggeration and I believe is not in 

any sense established. Had NlaNsson consulted the FBI's records originally withheld 

that I obtained he would have known that for the period of time Oswald could have been 

in the CAP Ferris was out of it. The FBI depended not on the recollections of people 

riX F4Arr,-  e —01 (4,  44/ Ì u),  h 
Be also displays the smattering of ignorance 

he palms off as expertise in saying, on page 92, that "COINTELPRO was a massive counter-

intelligence effott conducted by the Bureau against radical and left-wine groups in Amer-

ica." It was not in any sense a "counterintelligence" operation. It was an operational 

PinctionAY Wens of which _the P2I_Streated tensions, disturbances and.disunity within 

the targeted groups. It was a meaeh:by which it sought to harm them and people in them 

by an assortment of dirty tricks that includea character assassination, suspicions of 

mirital infidelity and in general a bad public image of them and people in them. It was 

in an effort to make these wralgul activities appear to be legitimate that the FBI re-

sorted to Orwell and called them UNA "Counterintelligence." The CIA's CHAOS was a 

similar operation with similar objectives. 

Without the firm connection to the CIA that is missing this amounts to padding 

and is irrelevant. 

But with all of this space devoted to what he has not made relevant he avoidb 

two basic tests for the Clinton story: is it reasonable and if it is, is it possible? 

Whether Whether or not the young man seen there was Oswald, was it reasonable that a man like 

Ferrie would be with a man like Clay Shaw has to beaddressed. All that is known about 

Shaw says he would not have had any association with a man like Ferris. But were this 

not true, or had it been true that it had been Banister rather than Shaw (whicyis from 

the Shaw defense, as Helanson does not say), what pUI:ol.setial' either man serve? There 

is nothing in the story from the Clinton witnesses that says that either made any effort 

at all to help Oswald getlwhat was not an i' rtant job. From the stpries they just 

stood around and served no function at all, other than providing transportation, and 

for that neither was necessary. Nor was Ferrie, in any conjectured role. load Clay Shaw 



wanted to get Oswald a job, first of all, it would not have been in Clinton but in New 

Orleans, where without any difficulty at all he could have gotten Oswald employment. He 

could have given him a job at the ITM, where he was the boss. And he had multitudinous 

connections, business, professional, social and political. While to a lesser degree this 

is true offianister, there are many places he could have located Onsimespv4-0swald and it 

would have been much less trouble that taking a day to go to Clinton. It is probable 
__a/4  

tha either could have been of more help to Oswald ifTGlinton merely by using the PhomA 

So, although the Cliaton witnesses are impressive and appear not to have any ul-

terior purposes, their story does not answer the basic questions of reasonablness and 

prohabild,ty that any investigator,, writer or scholar.. should aak. — 

99 	On returning to the allegedfterrie connection Melanson says without question that 

Oswald was always under some agency's control,Nhat may have prevented further surveillance 

(11- 
activities relating to Clinton of CORE ($id he has not established that there were any at 

all in the Clinton story) was that Oswald was suddenly being moved back to Dallas via 

Mexico." This is nonsense and from a scholar, it is wo‘than nonsense. 

The young man did not qualify for employment at that hospital. Period. So leaving 

there had nothing to do with some mysterious force "moving" him.Ahd none of this is in 

any way related to "any further surveillance el . . . of CORE.2 

Melanson always pretends to be an expert on the spookeries but he displays less actual 

knowledge of them than a reasonably intelligent person would get from reading well-done 

novels about them. (This is starkly appxxxt apparent in the last part of The MEIN 

CONSPIRACY.) If any agency had 'moved" Oswald to Mexico and thence back to Dallas it 

would not have had him travel the way he travelled and he would not have been permitted to 

be as conspicuous as he made himself. While they all use some strange types, they all also 

observe the demands of tradacraft and they aviid, except for possibly special purposes, 

those who attract attention to themselves. In transit and in Mexico City Oswald violated 

all that is taught an is essential, as he had repeatedly before then, and thus he became 

a liability and a danger to any spookery that used him. This is just greasy kid-stuff, not 

schol rship or responsible writing. 



101 	More sloppiness, ignorance, carelessness and irresponsible writing: "Ferrie was 

taken into custody by the Secrtt Seivice shortly after his skating trip." It was B21 by 

ffr 	e4tit;ir. hl skJ-  ,r-  u cb 1.14 

the Secret dery ceTiow aan he-----sifrgrossly ignorant of what is so very well know and, 

if he had not examined the official records, is fully and accurately reported in some of 

the books he presumeably read, like Oswald In New Orleans? It was by Jim Garrison. And 

Ferris was not "taken into custody." He gave himself up. In going for the irresponsible 

theorizing and conjecturing of the exploiters and other uninffrmed and undependable 

authors and in lacking the ability to investigate andatrcein his own Melanson misses 

what he could have used responsibly and reasonably of that strange trip Ferris took. He 

quite obviously expected something to happenaearning whether or not it had is what 

accounts for the phone calls he made back to 14ew Orleans. This is not conjecture. The 

fact is that he expected some kind of word from his lawyer/friend G. Wray Gill and he 

	

et 	4IAL1,44t4tii 	 , 

kept checking to learn if he had that word. He did get IftteV6FEi expected from:Gii10-------  

Be spent the last night of that three-day trip with a friend (who I interviewed 1144 

	

th,,i 	re c€A- 44'  le, 
Melanson didn't) and then, the next morning, turned himself in to Garrison's office4 

That Melanson could make this kind of mistake repeatedly sap eatestgo says that 

he not only does not have the expert knowledge he pretends, he also lack the understanding 

required for this kind of writing. But factual errors like this permeate this book and the 

previous one. To a degree they are careless, but they virtmally all reflect ignorance of 

the basic material all of whichtd4readily available to him. 

"THe reason for the question has never been explained," the question being had 

Oswald borrowed Ferries library card. Ignorance again. It had been reported, by a very 
.R4q1La 

undependable source who immediate undertook to get rerrie/in trouble, that He had loaned 

his ward to uswald. Who, it happens, did not need any, having his own. 

Be then says that "Ferri:: was under heavy surveillance" by Garrison. 6e doesn't 

have the remotest notion of Shat "heavy surveillance" is - and he cites no source. In 

fact the only survillance was on Ferrie's apartment, and that was not by any police or 

Garrison employee. It was by a young man one of Garrison's detectives used. 



A minor but typical exaggeration is his statement that "a large blob
" was found 

in t'errie's apartment after he died. What he failp to say is that it
 was disarmed and 

thus could cause no damage. 

102 	Any unsupArted inference thtt the klkaRIMPV.I.del Valle murder 
in Miami was connedted 

with Ferrie's death, an apparent suicide, ignores the high incidence
 of brutal murders 

among anti-Castro Cubans in the Miami area. There was a high incidence 
of murder, often 

seeming to be from political disputes and most often by the far righ
t. That the two men 

knew each other is meaningless. M44011401 /114444v/4N AL.t 
frevvor, -k O, 	41144f- 

103 	He concludes this phapter with a gross error and a misrepresentation
 of the meaning 

. 	, 

of his quotation of the NSCA's concluaion: "Since Oswald consistehtl
y demonstrated a left- 

wing Marxist ideology, he would not have supported the anti-Castro m
ovement. ..." (102) Of 

this Melanson says, 	eThe assumption that Oswald's left-wing invo
lvements were real 

rather than a charade has forced all official inquiries into weak ex
planations like the 

one above. The MCA is explicit in saying that Oswald was of the left
 and there is nothing 

at all weak about this statement, which is not any kind of "explanat
ion." All official 

inquiries were convinced ana ask stated their convictions straightfo
rwardly, Oswald was 

of the left. There is nothing weal dboat any of them. If Melanson wer
e familiar with the 

fiveQvolume reportiOvIMJ ordered of the FBI before he appointed the 
Commission he would 

know that it could not have been anymore explicit. Indeed, it exagge
rated and magnified 

Oswald's leftism. (THe alternative is that-!familiar with this 
document, known as 

Commission document 1, and ignores it because it is so diametrically 
opposite what he 

here states.) As a resulP of the official effort to establish that O
swald was of the 

left even his writings when he was 16 years old were published. Oswal
d was consistent: 

he was always of the left and never of the right. 

Chapter 5 

105 	More of the sloppiness and/or carelessness that never ends. In the f
ottnote he 

p 

says that Oswald took apartments in rallas after he returned from hex
ico. Never once. 

/ 

de had cheap and crummy rooms in roominaVhousee and a private hom
e.Thecan be deliberate, 



however, to lead the reader to believe that Oswald had more money than his known income 

represented. 

Here he is explicit in assuming Oswald's guilt, without any assessment of the evidence 

and in contradiction to the books he cites when citing them serves his preconcOtions 

of Oswald's intelligence involvement. 

He also contradicts his argument that Oswald was a finctionary of a domestic- 

intelligence operation because he describes Oswald's one "street brawl" in New Orleans, 

in which Oswald did not begin tie fracas with Bringuier, as "street brawls" which ares  in 

his words, "evidence of mental turmoil that would induce him to commit murder the very 

next month. He then says maybe this behavior was rational, "as a cOvertlaction frame of 

Reference." But he had incltded Oswald's attempted suicide in Moscow, in which he al- 

most succeeded in killing himself, as part of his alleged instablity, "mental turmoil." 

Now he says that maybe.it was rational. iiiO3 wants everything both ways and to be able to 

select which suits his arguing of his pr preconceptions. 

although he bases very much on Oswald's political views he has not at any point 

made any effort to define this. They are definable from a clear record. Oswald was an anti- 

Soviet and anti-American Communist Party young man who claimed to be a Marxist. The FBI and 

the Commission never once referred to him a s a C t. So what was he? He said he was 

a Trotskyite and this is consistent with his hatred of the USSR and US Communists. There 

is nothing at all inconsistent with a very abundant record Oswald left on this and if 

Melanson does not know this he is much too ignorant to have presumed to write such a book. 

If he does know it, then he is very dishonest. 

He begins this chapter with an account of Oswald going to a Dallas ACLU meeting 

with Michael Paine and he depends on Michael Paine's opinions. But he has not at any 

point had a word to say about this or about Paine or about Paine's separation from his 

wife Ruth or the fact that whatever Ruth's politics were, she hadTrotskyite close relatives. 

Ads was established in the FBI's investigation of them, all available tottelanson and 

AoeUE,  
all ignored by him - if hew even aware of them. All indications in both books Ae that 



except in pursuit of his prconcpetions in his "safeg formulation, of assuming guilt in 

both crimds and thus supporting the official mythologies, he made no effort to examine 

these disclosed records. Which, I emphasize, he excludes from his credits and acknow-

ledgements and his bibliograPhies in both books. 

It is apparent that both Fairs did not like Oswald. 

107 	He says that after this ACLU meeting and after joining the ACLU Oswald wrote the 

Americmulelmounist Party. .01e implies for the first time, but it wasn't. Ale wrote it when 

he was 16. As I perceive how °elanson is going to argue I note that his argument could 

be advanced with reference to Oswald's writing similar letters to both the Communists and 

Socialists when he was 16 and he could not have been. honest in both letters. If he does 

not go into this then his knowledgedof the known fact is scanty. Both letters were 

published by the Commission. They were, in fact, the basis of a pointed statement by 

the Academy of Forensic Sciences, of which only the ignorant would not know. 

There is no question about the fact that from his youth on OstIld's record is that 

of a provocateur. Why or whether on behalf of other interests is a question but not the 

fact. If Melanson omits this earlier history and known it then he is deliberately dis- 

honest. Unless be wants to argue that the apookeries recruit children. 

He argues (107ff) that Oswild's purpose was to link the ACLU and the Communist party. 

Maybe he'll say why. He says this was the purpose of Oswald's attendance at the ACLU 

meeting. His first step in this alleged linkage was to write the Communist Party and ask, 

"Could you advice me -isx as to the general view y2 had on the American Civil Liberties Union 

and to what degree, if any, I should attempt to heighten its progressive tendencies."(emph,- 

asis added) Yet this professor/ sub4ect-matter expert makes no effort to describe the 

reaction of the Communistkarty to such a letter. This was a red-flag letter. Anyone 

not a Party member who write it and identified himself with it, the "we", is immediately 

suspect and the Communists were with more reason than most always suspicious. It is, obtaviously, 

a self-serving letter that virtually advertises it provocateur's intent. Nobody working for 

any spookery would write anything like this and continue with any spookery connection be- 



cause as "elanson does not say, although it is well-knonw and in the disclosed records, 

the 4011 FBI had informers working inside many headquarters of the left, including the 

Communist party Aarty and the FFCC. They thus got the return-addresses from all letters. 
La. 

What "elanson then argues it' childish, like Oswald was inviting the CP to commit 

itself on paper in response to his inquiry, in pursuit of his domestic-intelligence role. 

Be says also that ir "This letter, by itself, established a linkage between the two 

organizations. (108) This is the maturity of a college professor? 40-AadmiCA;kear 1V-Akl!  

Oswald did have a postal box for which he authorized receipt of mail to the ACLU 
Ma.41$541.1  st- 

and non-existing Dallas FPcb7Ekrsays, childishly, thimr this also established a "link"-

and "another pro-Communist link for the ACLU." Itdid not establish any link and the only 

vay in which this could be conjectured is to prove that the box was under surveillance, 

as it was not and as there was no reason to believe. But more, how would be be a "pro-

Communist link" fir the LULU? Was the FPCC Communist? It was not! The anti-Communist 

Trotsykites were most prominent in it and at that time the Cuban Communist Party was 

CaZ44 
actively opposing &Aro. (What a knowledge of modern history and political scient- this 

college professor displays!!) 

109 	Oswald's "FPCC activities were finished." They never began. #e never engaged in 

any activities fob the FPCC, he was never authorized to and he was told by it not to. 

lira continues the construction of /he phony case fabrication of which began in the 

prior chapter in which Llelanson says what was never true, that Oswald's was the FPCC'a 

New Orleans c4ter.it never had any there. .4/11  44-d "4"44  

Melanson never wonders whether there could be any other explanation for Oswald's 

putting both the ACLU and FPCC in his box rental. One is could he be living sit fantasy 

of some kind, or could he have had some unperceived purpose not indicated in what is 

known about him. Instuad he just assumes that 0s4ald had linked the CP and ACLU and, 

with q11 the wisdom and knowledge of a college professor/subject-matter expert, wants 

the reader to assume a) that some useful spook purpose would be served thereby and b) 

that it would be unique, never having $ppened before. 

Can Melanson possibly be this ignorant? Can there be any innocent explanation? 
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#e next xxxaxakka links two thoughts; the strange description of a tiny room 

081Ga4 rented, half of a room that had been divided into two, "Whatever transpired with 

(sic) Lee's leftist cubbyhole hole (sic) in Dallas," with "the federal bureaucracy may 

well have known about it." The second part of this fanatsy is even stranger than the 

first, whatever he may have meant by "leftist cubbyhole," because he has been saying all 

along that Oswald was part of a federal intelligen4 agency's domestic-intelligence 

operation. So, how in the world ckuld he have been(aithout the federals knowing it? 

He then flaunts his ignorance and in doing so depends on the datOylvia 

Meagher book. 

(Of all the assassination books, he singles out her truly magnificent book for 

praise in his acknowledgement, her book only. It happens that she is the only author 

on whom he depends, without more often than with credit, who is no lcZer alive. In 

this he appears to be generous in crei
d  
ting others when he isn't where their work is basic, 

indispensible to his. He describes it as "early," which it wasn't. I alone had published 

at least three and possibly four books before herti; appeared and there were quite a few 

others. Consistent with this he avoids crediting the other substantial works wherever 

,&444,y-/ 
possible and not uncomonly credits instead later works that 	upon these earlier 

and dependable works. Those he favthrs in his citations are, when he can cite them, those 

that like his fabricate solutions of one kind of another and, in general, theorize con-

spiracies rather than establishing the fact of a qTnspiracy. He also draws on the work 

of others without crediting it. This is the common practise of those who seek to make 

reputations out of nothing for themselves. Here his citation of her work represents 

ignorance and underscores at the same time that it is dated and that, lacking the know-

ledge of a real subject expert, he is ignorant of that and of the publicly-available fact.) 

110 	The FBI did give the Commission a copy of the letter Oswald wrote the FPCC from 

Dallas, saying it got the copy from "T-2." This professor, this subject-matter expert, does 

not say a word about T-2 or what it repreents. Instead kmmyks he contrives a self-serving 

question that is stupid, ignorant and reflects a childish, story-book concept of how the 



plaice and intelligence agencies work and what is important to them: 

"Did T-2 intercept only one Oswald letter, or was the government privy to all the 

leftist missives sent by Oswald and was it also monitoring his new FFCC/ACLU box?" 

First T-2. There is no such person. There may have been and undoibtedly were many 

thousands,  Af not many hundreds of thousands. of T-2s in the many millionsof FBI records. 

In New York, In Dallas, in every FBI office, where there is a need to protect any 

source, be it just a source of information or an official informer, never referred to by 

the FBI this way - they insist on "informant" - identify is protected by substituting 

arbitrary 4" numbers on each record. It is not impossible for a single FBI SA to have 

a'halfdozen or more different "T-2s" in a single day's output of reports. And the next, 

time he cites these .;same sources, they may have entirely diffefrent T numbers. The method 

of numbering is in accord with citation within any report, first is 1, next is 2, etc. 

Who is T-2 today may be T-100 tomorrow. 

So, there was no one person, T-2, to intercept earlier or later Oswald letters. 

How he can regard himself as a subject-expert and still not know what the FBI has 

disclosed cannot be explained. He is just ignorant of anything he does not take from 

books or other people except for the scanty and preconceived and obvious nift numerous 

rewiing-rom records he has read. The story of this particular T-2 was disclosed by the 

FIJI in its general releases (to foretell suits ti at I and probably others had indicated 

would be filed under FOIA)(if December,1977 and January, 1978, close to 100,000 pagesaha 

T-2 was the FBI14, or one of the FBI's, informers inside the PPCC national headquarters. 

Sublime in his ignorance, and to continue his fabrication of a non-existing case, 

he wonders whether T-2 was the "monitoring"of Oswald's box. This is also really stupid: 

Wbo ever heard of placing= slag mail inside  a postal box and how in the world was 

Oswald going to get inside the post office to put it there and why would he? Assuming, 

14t 
of course, that he never used mailboxes throughout Dallas! 

He next refers to the fact that thellost office does not have the required receipt 

for Oswald's rifle mailed to him at this box. Be gives no source. ie thus pretends that 



3.1  

test it is his own work, derring-do investigator that he is. In fact it is cribbing. 

Which he does more often than I've indicated. here it is f4grant. 

He next displays his scholarhsip by referring to a Senate subcommittee without 

giving its title or that of the committee .df which it is part and instead refers only 

to "the Dodd Committee." It is in this connection that he has another stqPid conjecture, 

"Perhaps Oswald or his handlers wanted to create some data on the threat of subversive 
r 	 j A irvir A  c-e-vidia Iht .;;/1,44$6,;-. Ag.)  

firepower."
A 
 First of all, absent 	alleged assassination, who in the world would 

ever have known that he bought a rifle by mail? What did any such "handling" create 

that did not already exist in innumerable magatine and other aqs? Can this -4tert.r, 

this subject-matter expert, be se ignorant he is not aware of the countless publications 

proving so much material on how to kill. and with what and how and where to get it? Even 

a man who is in the Commission's and the FBI's records as having been propositioned to 

begin wholesale assassinations by killing JFK published such magazines and manuals and 

sold them by advettising. (He is Robert K. Brown, currently publisher of "Soldier of 

Fortune Ngaazine and one to whom Oliver North sent his agent, Robert Owen, eo see 

and consult with in his anti-Sandahista adventures.) 

Ae,  
This is wor* than stupid and ignorant. It is senseless, but he stojfe to anything 

in his fabrication of his non-existing case. 

and what he is really sayilig is that Oswald's alleged handlers knew many months 

before it happened, before Oswald left 41giscoiDs the Dallas area for "ew 'irleans ah*nt to 

eexico and returned to Dallas that he would assassinate the Rresident. How else could lie 

alleged hanakes have been creating something the Dodd subcommittee could use? 

111 	The stupidity and the irrationality are endless. lie says that if "Oswald was a 

leftist ideologue, the forging links among these various groups would make sense in terms 

of his political world view. " Even were this true, those links did not already exist? Of 

course they did! And this assumes that Oswald did forge links, which he did not in any way. 

To carry this notion forward he describes the ACLU dishonestly, as an "ultra-liberal 

defender of political freedoms, including those of far-left political action groups like 

the FPCC." Perhaps it did defends the FPCC. He does not give a single specific and a do 



-

not have an independent recollection. But it also defenqd Nazis afte641L-4,andraci-sts 

and the KKK. (Earlier, ag;in dishonestly to ad 
000-e
avee his fabrication, he described the 

ACLU as composed of liberals only. This is not true of either its membership of" the 

lawyers it used in multitudinous court cases.) 

He next returns to what has been disclosed about the CILJe improper domestic-

intelligence operations undo-waist the code-name CHAOS, the conjecture that this lazbehilt 

"surely included the ACLU." Surely included is a new for/of  fact or evidence for him. 

Those records are public and he boasts of his use of the CIA's reading room. And of 

his use of FOIL. Why didn't he ask the CIA for such records? 

---He-fellows-this with general comment and conjectural lateaTretation of what the - 

CIA was up to with the conjecture that Oswald "was creating a paper trail" for the CIA 

to follow to the CF and the ACLU/ This is any fairy tale, aot a paper trail!(113) 

:tOt81 
Having said earlier; when it suited his Contrivances, that Oswald had no FPCC 

activity after he left New Orleans, he here quftes Oswald's alleged paper-traWCIA 
FPcc 	 /96 

activity, his letter to the hOW in which he reported to the FPCC on April 15 mat he 

had picketed in Dallr for the FPCC'the day 4efore. DOIEwAiiiiirOMMailegatiliggew" 

0-outeibsasalaatel=eenEriaateney 

iCindeocl.the-heegebefeztriggerekillatt(414) 

He th4h says that although a policeman reported such an incident as Oswald reported 

in bis letter to the FPCC, "there is no evidence that thisimitsa incident ever occured." 

Reality is whatever suits his purpose. To th/point where he actually says that April is 

not "lateipring." So it could not have been Oswald because he left .0allas by April 25. 

And he has April 15 was "within a week of" April 25. He has even simple arithmetic problems. 

Having gone through his Clinton hoeus-poks of perhaps canister trying to get Oswald 

a job there, he here says that Banister "hired young men to inflitrate college campuses 

in New Orleans and search out pre-Castro sympathizers and activists." Was not Oswald, from 

Melanson's own decscription of him, ideally suited for this employment by Banister? Why 

the Clinton deal, then? (i( fact, if helanson knew anything at all about Banister, he also 

hired young men for other duties. I know some who worked for him when they went to college) 



including including one seriously cruppled, who found motion awkward, difficult and slow.) 

115 	He says that the CIA "announced its intention to conduct covert (domestic) 

activities," citing the House Assassinations Committee as his source. This mean public,  

announcement and that not only never happened, it wouldAjave been to proclaim law viola-

tion. What he is really talking about is the CIA's telling the FBI that it was only 

thinking about a Cointelpro operation against the FPCC by "planting deceptive information 

which, might embarrass the " FPCC. 
0  „ a 

116 	He says that in New Orleans "had to print his own literature (3,000 copies)..." 

Aotea.;,.. 
He maek4

44
ave printed, but if he had done any investigating, instead of assuming the 

official account he'd have had what would have given him some substance for his contri-

vance. I interviewed the only two people in the wor194ho kno1717kho had that ;Inting 

done, the late DXglas Jones, who had the 'hones Printing Co. around tie corner, no less, 

from where Oswald worked, the des Roily AeCoffee Co., and db9gthe street a block or 

so from canister's office, and his assistant, Myra Silver, and J4es twicai separated by 

a year and Silver Silver once, in Jones's presence, both insisted it was not Oswald who - o 

got that single-sheet throw-away Melanson describes as "literaturel," More, the person 

bo/h 
they 

1
did identify as having gotten it would have kelped in al serious, legitimate in, 

quiry into any connectionss Oswald may have had. 

Well! For once he understates, whether itbe more of his carelessness, more of 

his sloppiness or both, saying "There is no evidAe" that Oswald "attempted to broaden 

his lomm chapter's (sic) membership...." He actually refused Carlos quiroga, who is an 

antiCstro Cuban, who tried to join up. And in talking about Oswald's picketing of the 

carrier Wasp again, he again fails to report that fingerprints other than Oswald's were 

on one of the Jones sheets he gave out and the N.O. police got. (The cop's name is austin 

and this is well known and is included in the Commission's and the FBI's dicslosed records.) 

Assuming without question the Ferrie-Osicad relationship for all the world as 

though it was established fact he next conjectures a reason for some ofIttitivity that 

can account for his failure to report that Oswald was known to have refused membership in 



4 	• 

phony and non-existing FPCC whichttelaason always refers to as a chapter of the nati
onal 

organization. It is that he "found the right-wing *a New Orleans too toug
h a place to makO 

a go of gt chiiter. aside from the fact that obviously Oswald wanted no me
mbers, New Orleans 

was not monolithically right-wing. There was an abundance of Democrats an
d quite a large 

libdial population. If he had been at all serious in organizing a legitim
ate chapter 

OswaldcOuld have done this in the colleges alone and easily. What Melanie
n says is neither 

reasonable not factual. 

A. not infrequently, he gets *carried away with his own mythology and here refers 
to "the heart of the anti-Castro bastion at Camp Street." Bastion? The si

ck-in-the-head 

canister anotthe organizations he was in that were meaningless-and ineffe
ctual when they • 

tried to do anything? Contrary to what Melanson has said, the Cuban Revol
utionary Council 

had left that building a year earlier and if this had not been the fact, 
it is the fact that 

the CIA had ended its support of the CRC and there was nothing left of it.
 -Lt was done. 

Bastion? Ferrie? Aside from the fact that an FBI report of years earlier 
had him 

iltAola.a  
(ferring arts to Cuba, there is no anti-Castro act attributal to him. 

What eise is there for this imagined ",Mlastion?" 

Melanson never did locate liringuier's store. When Camp crosses Canal it b
ecomes 

Chartres in the old French Quarter, and Bringuier's store was on the nex
t l.c$, Decatur, 

so he can't be includingilrinipier in his "Bastion" that never, ever exis
ted there, although 

there was much anti-Castro feeling, particularly among the many Cubans th
ere. But even the 

actual rather than his imagined anti-Castro organizations never amount to
 much and all went 

broke for lack of support. 

117 	That Oswald read spy novels he intepeets as his learning th
at craft/ or "learning 

how to be a spy." His other reading was on communism. 

Because he knows nothing about what Oswald was doing some of the time he 
was in New 

Orleans he says that "Oswald went underground for two months.fy this reas
oning most of the 

world's people live in the underground perpetually because there is no re
ason for what they 

do to be of any interest to anyone and it thus is not reported. 



tf3  

But before Oswald went "undergyound" he wrote an unsolicited le‘
ter to the Com-

munist paper, the Worker. This Aelanson describes as "important"
 because, as he dreams it, 

"Tee Letter established a linkage between the FPCC and the Commu
nist Party. Even if there 

had been an F 	New Orleans, as there was not, an unsolicited l
etter does not estab- 

lish any kind of "linkage." Nor can a letter from a non-etting N
ew Orleans FPCC. Calling 

this merely a "gam is to praise it. It is sick. 

118-9 "To strengthen tieing toe linkage, Oswald sent along some 
honorary FPCC membership 

cards." Unsoltated honorary membership cards in a non-existing 
organization establishes 

a Linkage? 

That Oswald was rebuffed merely Strengtheiasthie 	 any abet 

like it. It was rebuffed, although helanson does not say this in
 referring to what the CP 

replied to Oswald. Instead Alanson, flaunting his political ign
orance, interprets this 

as meaning that the CP was afaid of being connoted with anything
 and everything to the 

right of center by tht right and by the spooks. The fact that he
 continues to ignore that 

the world communist movement then was opposed to eastroY, althoug
h this later changed. *Ma-

Helana,..4148aQaut=aatkredy-i-gagkze, The CP had written Oswald that it had no organizational 

ties with the FPCC. The CP "was wrong in a very important sense,
" kelanson intones from 

was creating them 

whatever cloud he is on, because "it did now. Oswald kmdzessaka
dgakaton paper." His 

writing an unsolicited letter to the CP with honorary membership
s in what did not exist 

tied the CO to anything at all? Of course not! Even assuming that the CIA or FBM knew w
hat 

Oswald did, how could they possibly use anything that utterly me
aningless? They'd have 

been laughed at. 

119 	He says that/In august Oswald's FPCC activity, which nev
er existed, his being a 

phony, one-man "org4nzation," became "feverish." This refers to 
his 1TM picketing of 

a few moments and to the wrong date for his appearance at ringui
er's store, alebit the 

wrong two diffeeent dates that Bringuier testified to falsely to
 cover himself, and the 

scrap that Bringuier, not Oswald started. .I47
.1A4g.*.t.k0  

He next displays his maturity, wisdom and scholarship by treating
 an unsolicited.*' 



and self-serving letter Oswald wrote(the real thingi as factual and 
as establishing that 

in advance of the fact Oswald was reportiaggringtier's assault on h
im. He makes this 

even more confusing by omitting dates, except for that of Oswalia's 
letter. 

120 	Oswald again sent the CP an unsolicited letter, enclosi
ng a clipping of a news 

accoGnt of this scrap and again enclosed an honorary membership in h
is non-existing 

organization. 

121 	Althnugh Melanson says that most of what Oswald told the FBI agen
t he had asked to 

interview him after the police arresred him is false, he nonetheless
 says that this was 

"all part ofBisAb of discrediting the FPCC by tying it to Comminis
t subversions." 

This is done by giving the FBI lies? The FBI is that ignorant? Or th
at desperate kor 

whatever uses Aelanson iliagines it may have had? 

122 	In the course of this nontense he cites what Oswald told the New 
Orleans police to 

its FBI file namber,89-69, and enormous file, but scholar that he is
, he omits its unique 

serial numbes. More, having omitted any reference to FOIL litigation,
 mostly mine, he here 

pretends this is his work. It isn't. It is mine and mine alone. His 
omission of the serial 

number indicates thit his actual sorce may be secondary, with the se
rial number omitted in it. 

Displaying his ignorance again, and in this case the ignorance inclu
des Oswald's 

entries in his pocket addressbook, published in facsimile by the Com
mission, he refers 

again to TV Station WDSU having sent a mobile unit, an imaginative 
decription ofXhann 

Bush with a shoulder-bag on his way to lunch. Then he says, "It would be
 interesting to 

know what brought WDSU to the 4Cene (of his ITM picketing) so prompt
ly." It was Oswald's 

on call to VeraLtman, as I remember the name, in the WDSU newsroo
m. 

122-3 He then, again without his phobia about names, perhaps safe fo
r him with his lack 

of knowledge, refers to the radio interview of Oswald. The interview
er was Bill atuakey, 

who reported connections a less ignorant scholar might have found pro
vocative, along with 

his writings. 

(Env would Melanson as a college professor, or most college professo
rs, grade a 

JR- 

paper in which there was so determined and permeating rfusal to give 
names, addresses and 

singificant dates?) 



123 	He refers to Ed Butler of the :Information Council of the Americas without reference 

to any of Butler's connections, which were those Melanson attributes to Oswald. Persisting 

in his myth that the FPCC wqs in New Orleans Aelanson says that when Butler identified 
to 

Oswald as having defected(che The USER, that was a to "bombshell" and especially 

against the FPCC. 

124 	With his tric1' feetneting in which when he makes sometiling up he concludes that 

paragraph with what he can provide with a footnot IJe says that "Bringuier's DRE published 

a newsletter," which is false and would have been ludicrous if with hid limited command of 

English Bringuier had tried (it is also false if he had in mind that Bringuier published 

in Spanish because he published no newsletter at all); that this nonexisting newsletter 

"was also backed by the CIA-funded Crusade to Free Cuba," which is also false, and with 

consistent falsity he says the Crusada "was the fund-raising arm of the Cuban Revolutionary 

Council", and not to relieve his falsities in this paragraphhe says it was "headquartered 

at Camp Street above Guy Banister." To all of this his note cites page 67 of the Commission's 

Volume 16 and may Oswald in NewOrloans, p. 79. 

Citing the Commission's volume is padding and meaningless but the more footnotes 

generally the more impressive, inclu 	publishers and editors. The only thing rele- 

vant on that page is the address of Bringuier's store and this serves no legitimate pur-

pose because that is what he cites in Oswald In Ow Orleans. However, in my book lar.did pick 

up the Baia Ronnie CaSre connection with the Crusada. Only it says, if he'd turned the 

page, bothing at all about being funded by the CIA, which it never was, having been 

Sergio Arcacha Nmeth's scam, that Caire lost about $19,000 in E, and that, without 

giving Arcacaha's name, "about $4,000 was raised and some of that was 'pocketed' by another." 

This is to say that not a thing Nelanson had here bears any relationship to the 

sources he cites. 'This includes the fact that Ronnie Caire was not head of Crusade., as 

4elanson just made up. /4-/-F / 1" 171)  

It is too bad that while he was helping himself to my published work he did not 

help himself a little more. That was not because the occupation was at all strange to him. 



vtit/, 
It is by now quite dabious that his concept of scholarship is to make something u90and 

then see what he can street stretch to justify or seem to support it or contort into 

a semblance of support. But he would have helped himself and load. avoided bts/frequent 

displays of subject-matter ignorance if he'd used the FBI report I piinted saying that 

the CRC had not been in that building for a year when Oswald returned to Niew Orleans, 

or if he wanted to be really precise, he could have lifted from page 346 the exact date 

on which the CRC left 544 Camp Street, February, 19626a little more than a year earlier. 

The source was the man who still had records, having had those CRC connections, and he 

also reported more on seaming and that Arcacha had been fired and had had to leave the area. 

.1401001,- 
If he-Wanted a bit more, it is on the next page - that although the cover for 

Arcachals scam was that hisGonadCrusada was going to raise money for the CRC, it never 

go Cadf '7` 
did, that it was a failure, and that it haa-raded soon artering annolanced4 

Be next, agains without a name, says that Butler's INCA "had as its manager a 

mRn who was a member of the C. Big deal, being a member. Automatically connects with 

some epookery? Well, the man he does net name is Haney Oil, he was not the manager but a 

flu%lky, Butler running the operation himself, and Gil did get tapes for INCA to use without 

having to pay for them. 

His phobia for names liftering temporarilY, he says that &nguier said he'd sent 

a friend to Oswald's home to pose as a spy. This was enrlos Quiroga, whose name I provided 

UdlIn omitted it earlier. What kind of scholarship - or writing - it is to leave out all 

the names he has omitted and why does he do it? 

125 	He finally does use William Studkey's name, iiviaag omitted it when he should have 
.1.4yar444  

used it on first mention. He has noquestion that a Washington source-Ws Vould not identi-

fy informed Studkelfbefore the broadcast that Oswald had defected. 

belanson, expert on the intelligence agencies that he says he is, here writes,"It 

is unclear how the Washington source divined (sic) that Oswald was about to appear on a 

New Orleans radio show." But that source, supposedly a reportac g'o Stucket the dates 

on which Oswald's defection was reported in the Washington papers. How many reporters does 



one suppose walk around with such clippings in their pockets and have such marvelous 

powers of divining what is going go happen so far away? (Melanson does say that it is 

known that the CIA had such clippings. L'e does not say that the FBI did, but it also did.) 

/27-8 Melanson says still again that in sending an unsolicited letter to the Communist 

Party Oswald was again establishing a link to it for the FPCC via his non-existing chapter. 

Be also says that because Oswald had said the the CIA was "defunct," that was 'an 

odd comment for a leftist ideologue but not for an Agency spook." Fortunately, he does 

not undertake to explain this absurdity. 

Nor does he find it strange that the two other characters seem to have avoided 

bringing up Oswald's defection but primed Bringuier to do it. Impartial moderator, 

"'turkey was, and shrinking violet Butler was. 

129 	Be says all of this was " a major map and propaganda coup for Bringuier and the 

anti-Castroites" but he spares our stomachs and minds but not bothering to tell us how 

it did the utterly meaningless Bringuier any good or could have or how it did tiiither 

for those unnamed anti-Castroites. It was of no consequence. 

Oswald wrote another unsolicited letter to the CP and that, 	to Ilelanson, is 

an "addition" to the "paper trail." It meant nothing and it did nothing and it could pave 

meant nothiag and it could not have done anything that would be of any use at all to any 

spookery. And after repeating this letter in full Melanson gets on his gargantua-sized 

pogo stick and !.pkes a big jump: .he describei0swald as the glOW "comrade" of the CP 

leadership. This for a man who was not a member and was, actually opposed to them.(131) 

132 -Whte=A;hte Whether it is ignorance of his obvious lust to establish him* as 

the subject-matter expert he isn't and as a derring-doer of original research, he says 

that "There is also evidence, neglected by mtat researdhers, of Oswald's efforts to 

lump the leftist 'groups together and link them to domestic and foreign comminism 

...extended to the Socialist Workers Party (SWF) as well." 

There are ways Oswald's approach to the SWP could be and was addressed other than 

he has. One is through a picture Oswald had taken of*himself in 1962 in which he has 



along with his rifle, copies of the publications of the CP and the SWP. Now anyone with 

a grain of political savvy in his head knows that the two were blood enemies and that 

there was nothing that Oswald could have done that could "link" the two enemy parties. 

What can be said for the researchers he seeks to put down id; that theyt 

did not invent any such nonsense as he contrived of the sending of unsolicited letters 

r6 
Smiles a link. And some of tam he lumps together as researchers are pretty hutty 

and wild in what they've imagined. 

It is not at all exceptional for Melanson to bet careless but I do note that at the 

boittm of this page he refers to the SWP as "the socialists." That is a different party. 

134 Aftei saying that there is-no evidence that Oswald ever sought out communists in 

New Orleans or Dallas he says the FBI said he was unknown to Dallas ihnsiunists and was 

not a member. Be also says, correctly, that the FBI had two informers inside the Dallas 

Communist party. What he does not say is that it had only six members and all or all but 

one of them was somebody's informer. 

Melanson's conclusion is that Oswald was "incapable of seeking out and contacting 

his supposed ideological brethren." They were not his brethren. He despised the CP, as is 

clear in his secret writing that the Commission did publish and I quoted in my first 

book, which is in his bibliography. He then continues to cite the evidence that Oswald 

had no left-wing connections in either city but he says Oswald did have contacts with 

es'iq 
the modde His scrap with Hringuier is some kind of connection! But he enlarges OsWald(s 

right-wing connections to include the dubious Clinton matter.(135) 

With a bit more mumbo-jumbo he says that what Oswald did, or at least his version 

of it, "fits the Agency's expressed intention of 'planting deceptive information" to 

embarrass the e FPCC. Except that he uses this to suggest to the reader that Oswald was 

CIA, it for once is not unfair. Maybe what Oswald did did embarrass the FPCC. But if so 

it meant little because it was soon out of business anyway. He adds that Oswald was helping 

to "legitimate domestic spying by the CIA." Be says it so we gotta believe it. 

136 	His last sentence in this paragraph is, "Oswald's pro-Castro involvements( sic) 

would be a central elementin the purposely craftenlimage of Oswald-the-assassin." 



There is a typical reflection of his-arrogance and ego in this reference to the 

alleged 11 of research on the actually non-existing Ossald- SWP connection. If Melanson 

does not know about it, it therefore does not exist. 

I do not know of anyone other than Jim Garrison who actually bilieved that if 

someone writes someone else an unsolicited letter they are linked by it in any wAY. 

Even if the FBI, CIA or any other agency obtained copies. Melanosn is not well informed, 

or he'd had known and said that the mail to those orgaVizations, like the CP, FPCC and 

SW13was obtained for the FBI from its informants. There was a major and suucessful SWP 

lawsuit against the FBI for its many intrusions into their activities and that of members.  _ - - 

TIre Warren Commission records reflect that FPCC and CP mail was given to the FBI and its 

disclosed records say how this was done. But while making unjustified slighting references 

to others he is ignori.mt of this. Yet awareness of the unsolicoted Ossald letters is 

124 
essential for theile to have been any kinliof link, even if an unsolicoted letter were to 

be so considered, unreasonable as that it. 

Oswald also sent the SWP a print of a picture of himself in the Neely Street back 

yard, holding his rifle and with its publication and that of the CP in the picture. That 

The Worker is in the picture waluld turn the SWP off because the parties disliked each other 

intensely. 

A great amount of work was done on the picture Oswald sent the SWP. So much 

attention to it was generated that the House Assassinations Committee had to make some 

kind of investigation. It was not at all as Melanson represents, only that others did 

not go for his amateurishness in his firm belief that an unsolicited letter makes a bond. 

It is also interesting that he omits all the many and not infrequently depe4ble 

reports that Oswald's political beliefs were closest to those of the SWP and he did tell 

others tha+e was a Trotskyite. If Melanson did not know this then he reflects still again 

his ignorance of the subject matter. If he did know this and suppressed it, then it is 

still another reflection of his dishonesty. 



Perhaps he will yet explain this; he doesn't here. So I merely note that there is 

no evidence at all and he has cited no evidence at all that reasonable people not chasing 

wildly after a contrived conspiracy can consider "pro-Castro." Nelaneon himself as said 

that what Oswald did did no'  help the FPCU, as close as he can get to anything he can 

contort into being Castro. There is no "link" between Oswald and Castro to this point 

and there can't be later because it did not exist. 

This is quite a schollarly tour-de-force. Unusual scholarship, to say the least! 

A truly amazing historian/political scientisti, 

Chapter 6 

M. Prom its title, this has to be hot-stuf: "Dallas:The Long Arm of Langley." 

After a quotation of what is well-known, theft the CIA engaged in domestic intelli-

gence, this: "Tbe unseen 1141 was there (Dallas), moving events toward the clieeT of the 

President's assassination." Ir he does not mean the CIA or some other intelligence agency 

of our government, 1 do not see what he means. Or can mean. Pretty awful, with no more 

than the scambled assortment of gibberish up to this point. In spades: "T4e events of 

Oswald's life in Dallas are often obscured by mistaken assumptions - - that Oswald was not 

an intelligence agent, that the CIA has no clandestine invavements." 

If there is a mistaken assumption that Oswald was not an intelligence agent (and 

agent,  he could not have been if he'd had any association), lie has yet to present a single, 

tangible fact to make it credible that in any capacity Oswald served an intelligence' agency. 

Must talk, much inference, innumerable factual and logical errors and an abundance of sus-

picion but not a single thing else. Tnat the CIA was engaged in domestic intelligence, which 

is without question, means nothing at all here without something correct and tangible, 

proven with reasonable certainty, that it was involved in the assassination. It isn't here. 

138 	He faults the Oommisaion and HSCA becausue "they interpreted the events of tin Dallas 

through the prism of Oswald-the-leftist-ideologue." But he had a kaleidoscope." we can 

approach these events with a much different perspective." This begins with 4 remarkable 

bit of absolute rubbish;"CIA linkages to Oswald, so clearly manifest in New Orleans..." 

Be has made no connection of the CIA in New Orleans of any rational kind, none factually. 



yetiTtO 
Athing omitted iniquotiztion) begin to emerge in Dallas immediately upon Omuta: 

his return in ''unxi1962" from the USSR. How? Because Georgeoe Mohrenschildt became his 4 

closest friend and became a, if not AIR (his emphi-eis) primary influence in the young man's 

life." Yet, this man Wprovided some of the most damaging testimony about Oswald to the 

Warren commission." Quite a feat, de M having been in 	for many months before and at 

the time of the assassination. he knew nothing at all about the assassination, testified 

to nothing at all about it, and did no harm to Oswald. Describing him as ill-tempered 

and violence-prone described an appreciable percentage of the people of the world and 

means nothing about the assassination. (Perhaps we are getting to one of the reasons  

--- ----- mereiy-assumes -Oswald' guilt end 'never addle-18es a single-Tantabout the crime. 
Another is that he doesn't know enought about the crime, having spent his time chasing r 

(./Ctli 4 1.19 JIA 11-414.:44 44(4(.14.44 (1.-F/1 
theories that have no substance.) He qgotes deM as saying 0,59r/d was jealous of IFK. That 

is real evidence! Melanson says Oswald had no money. Doesn't his spookery pay anything? 

CIA agents are well paid and he says Oswald was an agent. But reason and logic, as we 

have seen, deter helanson as little as fact. 

139 	Melanson runs off a bit about their alleged "close relationship." #e does not 

even estimate how many times they were together. The fact is that it was far from an 

every-day event and they were together not many times at all. An appreciable number of 

those times were when the aeMds were befriending Marina, taking clothing to her, things 

like that. a wonder if blever gets around to reporting the time A M spent in the ;mak 

psycho ward of Parkland hispital or that he killed himself after being emotionally ill 

for some time.) 

Theihistory he gives do h is meaningless absent some direct connection with some-

thing real, of which there is no sign\his suggested that I *lip ahead in looking at his 

notes to this chapter, 107 of them. #e has some Oithe rat exalted Oirces, like Cldstine 

America, the sine qua non of scholarship, but he has not a single one to the subversive 

files the FBI has on him. Which he could have gotten here had he asked. But he did not 

even know about them, his scholarship and subject-matteer knowledge being what they are. 



145 	As I skim his many pages of his version of de M's history and see that it is angled 

and both undependable and not having the meanings he attributes, I see an outright lie that 

he has to know is a lie: "Michael Paine moved out of 	his home when the Oswald family 

moved in." He hagi already said that Osswaindidn t live there but visited weekends so 

Oswald did not move in/Also, Michael and aith had a broken marriage and Michael had 

left before Ruth drove to New Orleans to pick Marina up and bringh her to Dallas. 

Marina and her two children did not move,out and find other quarters after the 
4,,' b1 

assassination. She was n protective cus o until she appeared before the Warren Com- 

mission and by then she'd been given enough money by sympathetic people and had gotten 

___some throughliterarrtights to ahalWrimitaectoney for her-Own'heme. And the CIA had 

nothing to do with it. (I have a file ckawer of letters caring Ameericans wrote her, some 

with gifts. The FBI intercepted and copied them all and I got them fyM the FBI.) 

146 	By now Melanson has de M Oswald's "CIA baby-2ittier," a silly notion invented by 

Jim Garrison, to whom Melanson gives no credit. 

i
l:Lnd having made this big deal about the close relationship between the two, 

Melanson now finds something sinister in Oswald having/e M 's phone number on a scaap 

of paper - a phone number he could not get from information because it was unlisted. 

I note also that he does not say how long a period of tilrat the outside the two 

c7Uld have associated. J't was only a few months, not much time for the Svengali bit. 

147 . His comment that Oswald has just paid his brother $200 that he owed him reminds 

me that his spooking pay must have been in scrip because it took him a long time just to 

get out of debt, to his brother and to the State l'epartment, the two not much more than 3600. 

148 	Melanson is now to where Oswald was wokking for the Dallas printing company, 

Jaggers, Uhilea, Stova41. Her his scholarship draws heavily on Tony Summers' theoretical 

popularization, Conspiracy, as he does less concentratedIy throughout this chapter. Tony's 

book is his source for saying that this plant "processed and analyzed photos taken by the 

U-2 plane." In a pig's eye the CIA let them out to anyone! It was a printing plant, not 

the CIA's phot-intelligence center. (THis is like Henry Hurt's theory, and he draws on 

Iurt extensively, too, that Oswald was sent by the Russians to spy out the names of 


